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Despite the recent injunction preventing the gatherings at the common
areas of Lantern Point, an unofficial
Clam Jam still occurred.
The Town of Fairfield had to pay the
police over-time for their work this weekend. Previously, much of the money
raised for Clam Jam through the selling
of wristbands was donated to pay this
charge. This year, the town had to pay
over $14,000, while last year over
$11,000 was raised by the students..
"It's costing them money now," said
new FUSA president Joe Piagentini. "It
kind of backfired on the residents that
wanted it [the injunction]."
This was not sponsored or organized
by any student leaders, and it consisted
only of individual private parties at the
beach.
However, while the residents pushed
for the injunction to prevent disturbances
and infractions by students, it was a
Fairfield Beach resident, and one of the
plaintiffs in the court case, that allegedly
attacked a Fairfield University alumnus
on Sunday. It is undecided if charges
will be pressed, and no one could be
reached for comment.
Additionally, there were conflicts
witnessed between students and Colleen
Sheridan, one of the nine residents who
brought forth the suit and who has been
witnessed videotaping the beach scene,
and Vincent Biondi, the plaintiff lawyer.
As of now, it is being disputed
whether or not the injunction was in violation this past weekend.
"It's not illegal to walk around the
street the last time I checked," said
sophomore Brian Leverone. The injunction passed on Thursday, April 26, did
not say that parties at the beach were illegal. It only restricted events that attracted over 250 students to the common
areas of Lantern Point.
With the passing of the injunction,
students are afraid that relations with the
beach residents will only get worse.
"I don't think that the law suit
helped student and year round resident
relations," Leverone said. "The residents
are looked on as evil people at the beach
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and that's not fair to them," he said.
"We were making a lot of progress
to please them [the beach residents],"
added Leverone. "We've done almost
everything they want us to do, and it's
never enough for these people... The suit
took all the progress we made at the University, and set it back to zero," he said.
Most of the students said they stayed
clear of the point, due to the injunction,
and only participated in the parties in
people's houses.
"I didn't plan on going to the point,"
said sophomore Tim Pantano. "We
played Wiffle ball at the park," he said.
Pantano also said that many of the adults
at the beach were holding their own parties.
"They had their own little Clam
Jam," he said. Pantano said that these
people were about 30 or 40 years old,
and had set up a bonfire.
i: ■
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For his first Clam Jam experience,
freshman Paul Cincotta thought that the
students were well behaved and under
control. "We were barbequing," he said.
"The neighbors didn't seem to have a
problem [with us] at all."
At this year's unofficial Clam Jam
this past Sunday, there were five "arrests" for having open alcohol in public,
and two for possession of alcohol by a
minor, according to the daily Fairfield
Police arrest log. These arrests consist
of a fine payable through mail for the
former offence, and a misdemeanor
charge and appearance in court for the
latter. No one was held taken into custody.
Police are unable to arrest anyone
breaking the injunction because it is a
civil suit, not a criminal suit.
Piagentini said that he sent a letter
to the students living around the Lantern
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Point, to remind them of the injunction
and to advise them to be responsible. He
said that students were contentious of the
order, and even called the police to report that there were too many people
gathering on the Point. When the police
arrived, they said that everything was
under control, he said.
Both the police department and the
First Selectman have been in favor of
students holding Clam Jam, according
to the letter sent by Piagentini.
"I think the Fairfield residents who
wanted the court order shot themselves
in the foot, because instead of one controlled party there were several individual parties that were not controlled
by student leaders," Leverone said.
"Its not as big as it's been," said
Sheridan in a recent Connecticut Post
article. "The point is there wasn't supposed to be any," she said.
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Graduation tickets a hot item
By Melissa Walker
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Four years of perseverance and hard
work. Approximately $ 100,000. Support
from friends and family.
A combination of these things is
what has brought the class of 2001 to
this final step: graduation. But this year,
Fairfield's policy has changed and no
longer will everyone close to graduates
be able to watch them receive diplomas.
Under a new policy each graduate
will be issued five tickets for the graduation ceremony and no others will be admitted, according to Maria Curesky, an
operations assistant at Student Services.
Two weeks ago parents were first
informed in a letter from James
Fitzpatrick, assistant vice president for
Student Services, that there would be no
lawn seating at the outdoor ceremony
and strictly only five guests allowed.
Students and parents are outraged
that after paying for such and expensive
education, Fairfield is actually limited

graduation tickets. Stacy Long '01 said,
"The letter should have been sent earlier, it's completely ridiculous. I have immediate family members who already
have flight reservations and now they
can't even come to graduation."
Maria. Curesky also said, "If you
would like to request more tickets, you
need to write a letter or email with the
reason and number of tickets."
Fitzpatrick is cooperating with students who have special situations. Beth
Mac Corkindale '01, called and explained that she has five people in her

immediate family and that she has two
remaining grandparents, who would be
very upset if they couldn't watch her
walk. Fitzpatrick granted her request for
two more tickets.
Nancy Habetz, Director of Media
Relations, said that both she and Doug
Whiting, Vice President of Public Relations didn't attend the commencement
meeting, so therefore they were unaware
of the new policy. But Habetz thinks that
it's possibly a parking reason.
James Fitzpatrick was unavailable
for comment.
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Joe Piagentini, Bridget Hennessey, and Adam Sheehy were sworn in last Thursday at Bellarmine Hall, officially
launching their term in office. Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley and Kevin Hayes were in attendance to wish the trio well
in their year as student leaders of Fairfield. Former FUSA President and older brother Mike Piagentini was
also in attendance to wish his brother well in his term.
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April 18
1:00 a.m. - A routine motor vehicle stop conducted in Stamford resulted in the
driver's arrest. After stopping the vehicle and questioning the driver, Stamford Police
discovered that the vehicle was stolen and belonged to the Fairfield Jesuit Community. The suspect was arrested.
April 19
11:35 a.m. - A student reported that their laptop had been stolen from his room
in a residence hall. The student discovered that the laptop was missing for almost
three days.
10:53 p.m. - A student was observed throwing aluminum cans from a window in
Jogues. The case has been referred to Judicial.
April 20
3:04 a.m. - Several windows were broken in both Campion and Regis Halls.
The case is under investigation.
2:23 p.m. - The FUSS Bus was stopped by Security after it was seen running
over several wooden traffic horses on campus. The student driver was reportedly
accompanied by canine.
10:41 p.m. - A student reported that three tires on their car had been punctured
while it was parked near the beach. A suspect has been identified and the case is
under investigation.
April 22
4:30 a.m. A fire alarm pull station was activated in Kostka. The alarm was a
false report.
4:54 a.m A lounge window was broken on the third floor of Kostka.
5:22 a.m. A male non-student was found trespassing near the School of
Business. The male fit the description of a suspect sought in other neighborhood
cases of trespassing. Fairfield Police were contacted, the suspect was issued a
Criminal Trespass Warning and transported to Bridgeport Hospital for detox.
5:57 a.m. - A second fire alarm pull station was activated in Kostka. Two males
were observed fleeing the area by several witnesses and were apprehended shortly
after by Security. The suspects were issued CTWs and arrested.
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By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER
Brand-new, bigger buildings. More
financial aide. Increased compensation
for all employees.
These factors, along with others, are
responsible for the 6.2 percent increase
in tuition and room and board fees, according to William Lucas, the vice president of finance. (See below chart for
details.)
Although the increase in costs is a
national trend, many students at Fairfield
are dissatisfied with the decision to raise
the fees once again, and this time well
beyond the rate of inflation.
"I know that my family is already
paying so much for me to go to school
here, and I don't really think this school
is worth another $2,000 or so," said
Cristina Bertuca, a current sophomore.
"I have lived amongst construction every year and now I'm going to have to
pay even more money to do that."
Lauren Bennett, a sophomore,
agrees that she does not seem to be getting her money's worth. "I think it's really unfair that I have to pay even more
next year to live in a dorm, rather than
an apartment or a townhouse, as a

junior.
Another complaint was made by
Collin Cavanaugh who, as a member of
the oversized freshmen class, had many
problems finding classes for registration
for the fall. "If I have to pay even more
next year, then registration should be a
breeze," said Cavanaugh.
On average, tuition and room and
board fees have gone up five percent in

The university also plans on increasing compensation for all employees and
giving additional financial aide to students, which will prove to be very beneficial to students. One final major reason would be to support contract leases
for major outside sources, such as food,
custodial and computer.
Students will be glad to know that a
few minor adjustments will be made that

44
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I think it's really unfair that I have to pay even
more next year to live in a dorm, rather than
an apratment ot a townhouse, as a junior.
-Lauren Bennett '03
each of the previous five years. A larger
increase for 2001/2002 can be attributed
to the building of the new campus center, library and section of Bannow Science Center.
'Tuition and fees cost more this year
because of the operating costs to run the
new buildings," said Lucas. One major
use of the money will go towards funding the heating systems and lighting for
the buildings.

may better their daily routines. Students
living in dorms will all be given microfridges in September and students will
not be charged for the use of washers
and dryers. These costs will be included
in the room and board fees.
"From people we have spoken to,
the increase in room and board will be
cheaper than the original out-of-pocket
costs that students paid," said Lucas.
And Fairfield does not stand alone.

^

According to The Chronicle of Higher
Education, tuition outpaced the rate of
inflation during the 1999/2000 school
year. In addition, college tuition and fees
rose 4.4 percent at four-year public institutions and 5.2 percent at four-year
private colleges.
Even though much of the increase
appears to be beneficial to the university, at least in long-term affects, many
students still have lingering concerns.
"The reasons for the tuition increase
are valid, but it is tough to swallow when
we are already paying $30,000 a year to
go to school here," said Michael
Brosnan, a sophomore.
Lucas admits to having a few parents or students call or write about their
concerns, but adds that most are aware
of the arrangements that are currently
occurring on campus. Father Aloysius
Kelley, the president of Fairfield, addresses the issue every year through a
letter that is sent to parents.
Regardless, parents feel displeased
by the decision.
"It is now the second year for me
that the schools has raised tuition," said
Angela DellfAquila, a parent of one student. "Enough is enough. Fairfield
should at least skip a year in between
such increases to give parents a break."

Where does your money go?
The breakdown of the general fee
By James O'Leary
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
$150 to the infirmary. $25 to
WVOF. $25 dollars to the "programming task force." And the total of $455
for a "Student General Fee" that all students are required to pay each year in
addition to rising tuition costs here at
Fairfield University.
This fee comes as a surprise if not a
shock to many students who don't understand why they must pay additional
fees on top of tuition.
"You mean the $31,000 we pay for
tuition and room and board here doesn't
cover all our needed institutional expenses?" said junior Rob DelliBovi.
Other students were just as baffled.
A non-scientific survey of 100 students found that only 43% of Fairfield
students on campus know that there is a
general fee and only 8% know how much
it is. However, not one of the 100 students asked knew where the money was
distributed.
"Tuition is so expensive now that
students don't realize there are itemized
budgets where the money goes and one
is the students activities fee," said FUSA
President Kevin Hayes. "Most students,
I don't think, know where the money
goes, and neither did I when I was an
underclassman."
"I thought tuition covered all necessary expenses, yet this general fee
proves otherwise," said Sophomore
Nicole Sparling. "However, I have no
idea where the general fee money goes,
or how it benefits students."
Next year's general fee will increase

by $20 per student from the $435 paid Association (FUSA) will receive $85 per
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Where Does Your $455 Fee Go?

The funding of student club sports
also comes from this general fee. The
budget of club sports is comprised from
the distribution of $40 per student. This
cost covers needed equipment, uniforms,
referee costs, and any other general costs
necessary for running different club
sports each school year.
The Inter Residence Hall Government (IRHG) receives $30 per student
to cover the costs of programming, and
any residence hall information boards.
If the students live in the Dorms the
money is distributed to IRHG, if they
live in town houses the money is distributed to the University Townhouse Experience (UNITE), and if students live
off campus the money is given to the
Student Beach Resident Association
(SBRA).
The general fee also covers a $50
fee each student is required to pay for
access to internet service across campus
in computer labs and living quarters.
Finally, a fee of $25 is distributed
for each student to the Programming
Task Force. The Programming Task
Force coordinates all Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday nigrjt programming such
as concerts at The Levee and free bowling nights at Nutmeg Lanes available to
university students.
"This money is kept separate so that
it is easily separated and distributed,"
said Bourdeau. "The money should not
be considered to have any difference
from tuition, and it should be understood
that the general purpose is to keep the
money separate for easy distribution."
However, when asked why, if the
See "STUDENT" on p. 4
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Student apathy strikes elections

Stamford
Center

[before the election] and looked at their
credentials," said Jackie DeMagistris
'04. "Joe [Piagentini's] credentials were
impressive."
Freshman Eric Walker said that the
presidential candidate he voted for "was
the brother of someone I know who said
'vote for him' so I did."
Election Commissioner Ed Hertwig
commented on the students' comments,
saying that information was provided
through Campus Pipeline, as well as
through a debate that occurred on campus. In addition, The Mirror ran profiles of the candidates which provided
students with a fair comparison.
He also noted that "we were very
pleased with the election turnout considering there was no campus center to draw
people together and vote." He told the
Mirror recently that the election numbers were "on par" with recent years'
stats. [See "Mirror Snapshot"] The percentage of students that turned out for
this year's elections - 1/3 - was consistent with the national elections, which
has seen about 1/3 of college-aged students vote in a presidential election year,
according to the Census Bureau.
Those who didn't vote were asked
if they would vote if the problems were
fixed. Barber said he would vote if "it
had a more direct effect on what I did."
Melvin said "they need more
booths. Or check off ballots - it doesn't
have to be so official."
Jed Patterson '04 said "if someone
came to my room, I might' ve voted. I'm
sure I'll get involved more when I get
into the school but I'm only a freshman."

for the Arts

By Joshua O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR

Lack of information. Little campaigning. Low enthusiasm. These problems plagued this year's FUS A elections,
leading most students not to vote.
The Mirror surveyed 25 studetns
asking why they did - or did not - vote
in the FUSA elections. Students complained it was hard to get information
on candidates, which was the main reason why many students decided not to
vote, leaving only 1/3 of the student
body, 1100 students, going to the polls
to vote for their favorite candidate.
"I didn't know enough about the
candidates," said sophomore Todd
Wagner. "I hadn't seen them until they
were running and I would have liked to
hear more of their ideas so I would be
able to make a fair decision."
Danielle Doran '04 also didn't vote
due to lack of information. "I didn't
know any of the people and I didn't
know what they wanted to change. They
didn't come to us until the election to
get their ideas out."
Freshman James Barber had a more
direct reason why he didn't vote. "I
didn't see the importance of the positions. I didn't see the point of voting on
something I feel didn't have an effect on
me."
Jen Doyle '04 noted that even with
the long hours it was difficult to work in
the'time. "I just had too many classes. I
had no time."
Other students had problems with
there being lines that were too long at
Alumni Hall, where votTl„
ing took place this year.
SNAPSHOT
"Someone drove me
there, but the sophomore
line was just the longest," With 1100 votes In this year's FUSA elections, it closelv mirrored Census
statistics that said 1/3 of college students voted for President in recent year
said Erin Melvin '03.
How does voter turnout compare with other years?
Freshman
Matt
Shaw agreed, "There
were too many people in
line. I would have voted
if there was a short line."
Those students who
did vote responded that
they too had trouble finding information, but they
looked in different places
to get it.
Mirror Archives
"I read the Mirror [ Source:
Numbers provided for years where we have a record.

Palace Theatre
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Student funds examined
Continued from p. 3
money is the same as tuition costs, it is
kept separate, Lucas said, "At the time
the fees were created it made sense to
keep them separate. In the very near
future they will become part of the tuition and not a separate entity."
"Why am I paying separately for
services like club sports, and the programming task force that I didn't even
know existed, never mind use them?"
said junior Micaela O'Connor.
"We are required to pay a fee separate from tuition for use of the infirmary,
internet services, and club sports?" said
junior Loretta Bender. "My first concern is that we must pay for these services separately from tuition, and my
second concern is why we are required
to pay for services we may never use."
It is the difference of student and
administrative perspectives that create

the continuous monetary concerns of attending college.
"You can't say you don't want to
pay to have the grass cut any more than
you don't want to support a radio station that you never listen to. These fees
are a lot like tuition as they are used to
maintain and upkeep different vital university organizations and they should be
handled the same," said Lucas.
The problem that currently exists is
that the fees are in fact kept separate from
tuition and distributed to certain organizations, but students don't know where
their money is going.
"Until I was elected president and
had to allocate funds through the FUSA
budget, I really didn't know anything
more than that the FUSA money comes
from the general fee," said next year's
FUSA president Joe Piagentini. "I still
don't fully understand where the individual monies from the fee go."

FRI. MAY

25TH, 8PM
SCA's PALACE THEATRE
TICKETS $30 & $20

203.325.4466
www. onlyatsca. com
You can buy tickets at Stamford
Town Center noon - 6pm.
SCA SEASON SPONSORS
The AllMX^QE/Greanvkh Tune
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Dolan Commons closes doors to
food service
Heather Spaide
COPY EDITOR
Hiking across the fields. Stopping
to wave to an upperclassman. Finally
arriving at Dolan with a stronger appetite because the entire walk was filled
with visions of ziti and chicken patties.
This daily ritual used to be a freshmen right of passage, but soon, anyone
arriving at Dolan will find a social programming area, not a dining hall.
As of May 1, the last day of classes,
Dolan dining hall will be closed, according to James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president for Student Service.
Fitzpatrick said that when they
started the process of evaluating the
needs of adding to and renovating
Barone Campus Center about three years
ago, a group of faculty, staff, students
and administrators decided that they
wanted to bring everyone back to the
center of campus.
"They thought it was in the best interest of the student community to bring
everyone together," he said. "Dolan
served as a way for freshmen to get to
know each other, but it separated them
from the rest of the student body."
Dolan Dining Hall was opened
about 10 years ago because there was
insufficient space in Barone, and the best
approach to solving that problem was
feeding all the freshmen at Dolan, according to William Schimpf, vice president for Student Services.
Schimpf said that one of the factors
in deciding to expand Barone was to return to feeding all students in one facility. This year's freshmen class provided
a good opportunity to start. "This year,
we had a very large freshmen class, 200
more than we looked for, and we realized that we couldn't feed all the freshmen at Dolan," said Schimpf.
The old Mezzanine in the Campus
Center will now be another dining room,
adding 105 additional seats to the approximately 600 existing seats in
Barone, said Fitzpatrick.
Dolan seats a little less than 300, but
it has been serving only an average of
30 meals a day, according to Fitzpatrick.
All freshman now eat in Barone, and
Dolan is only open to the few upperclassmen with meal plans.
Dolan resident Eileen McManus '04

said that she would have eaten there all
the time if it were still open to freshmen,
and it aggravated her not being able to
eat right next door.
"It makes no sense," she said.
"There are not many upperclassmen with
meal plans. It's not even crowded." She
said that on average, she only eats about
two to three meals a week at Barone, and
she knows many other Dolan residents
who do the same.
However, Fitzpatrick said that he
would get complaints when the freshmen
were required to eat at Dolan. "You
would think I was sending people to
Montana to eat," he said.
When junior Brian Rath found out
about the plans to close the dining hall,
he was disappointed. "That was the
coolest place in the world freshmen
year," he reminisced. "The walk sucked,
but you walked into a dining room filled
with freshmen. It was so comfortable."
Schimpf agreed that Dolan is somewhat far away. "I can't refute the fact
that Dolan is removed from the rest of
campus," he said.
Because of this distance, some administrators worried that when the dining hall is closed, students will be less
likely to utilize the services located in
Dolan, such as Counseling Services and
the Health Center.
"The services to assist students are
at the most remote corner of campus,"
said Susan Birge, director of Counseling Services and an associate up at Student Services. "With Dolan dining hall
closing, students won't have a reason to
come up here unless they have a room
in Dolan."
Fitzpatrick disagreed. "If someone
needs help, they will find their way up
there," he said. "I don't think that is a
valid criticism."
Schimpf also downplayed the concern, but conceded that having the Health
Center in Dolan is not as convenient as
when it was located in Loyola Hall.
Kristy Martin '01 said the bus system works for her when she needs to go
to the Health Center. "I will go up to the
Health Center if I have to," she said.
"Going on the bus, it is pretty convenient."
It is still unclear what kind of student programming will be held in Dolan
Commons after the food service stops.
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Dogwoods: the
magazine, not the dance
By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER
Imagine being handed 20 manuscripts and asked to narrow the collection of short stories and poems down to
your three favorites. Now imagine that
your decision may effect a National Literary Magazine.
For the students of ENW 340: Dogwoods, this task is not a figment of their
imagination. Rather, it is an ordinary
homework task.
The Fall 2000 semester brought a
new opportunity to Fairfield's undergraduates. A publishing class was added
to the English Writing Curriculum. This
is no ordinary publishing class.
English Professors Michael White
and Kim Bridgford collaborated on a
new hands-on English Writing Course.
This class uses the National Literary
Magazine, Dogwoods, as a method for
instruction.
The importance of this class lies in
its goal: to teach students how to influence literature. It is important for students to remember that literature is alive
today, and not a thing of the past. According to Professor Michael White who
teaches the class, "shaping literature is
the noblest calling for any English major."
The goal of the class is to teach students about the publishing industry and

about the roles they have the potential
to play after graduation. Publishing
companies have the capacity to shape
literature and thus it is important for publishers to be well trained and responsible
in their selections.
White feels that publishing is a great
profession for English majors and even
wishes he had "gotten into the publishing field [himself]."
Students are in fact assistant editors
and learn how to read and evaluate
manuscripts. Students get a lot of practice with reading and evaluating manuscripts due to the popularity of the magazine, which received 430 submissions
from professional writers.
The course is broken up into two
parts. The first six weeks are devoted to
learning the basics and the theory behind
publishing. During the following six
weeks students assume the role of members of a publishing company. They sort
through different manuscripts and decide
what will be in the magazine.
This year's edition of Dogwoods
will be released on May 1st and it will
contain 6 short stories and 26 poems.
Many of the students in this class
are putting what they learned in class to
practical use through their summer internships at publishing companies.
These companies include Time Warner,
Harper Collins, and Penguin Books.

Classified

ADS

Loving young family in Weston. Full-time, live out nanny for our wonderful
three year old son. Flexible hours, some overnights. Salary and transportation negotiable. Daily phone: (203)226-9939.
Evening phone: (203) 226 - 9148
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN AND
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
Leading Executive Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas of internet research, database
management, special projects, as well to aid in supporting the company's
most strategic agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and* self-driven attitude, we would
like to speak with you. Please fax resume to (203) 961 - 7001, or
email ll@rmginc.net
HELP WANTED: Marketing & promotional agency seeks wellspoken, responsible individuals for promotions in Connecticut's hottest
bars & night clubs! Must have your own transportation. Excellent
Pay!! 1-888-4-Promotions / 1-888-477-6668
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $179 one way plus tax. Other world wide destinations
cheap. Book tickets online www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.
SUMMER BABYSITTER! Fairfield family looking for full-time (Monday-Friday 8am -5:30 pm), responsible fun sitter for 2 boys, aged 5 and
10. Begin June 20. Must have own car, references, non-smoker, salary
negotiable. Please call 203-371-8951 after 6 pm or weekends, 203-7505453 weekdays.

Travels!
GLOBAL EMPORIUM

^

Journals, Backpacks
Guidebooks, Sleepsacks
& Travel accessories

mwhereindieworld.com • 50 Sanford St. • Fairfield, CT • 203-254-2627

LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red Cross Senior Life
Saving Certificate. One season experience as working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call 203-531-7480 for interview.

$ UBS Warburg

UBS Warburg is pleased to welcome
the best and brightest
who've decided where they belong.
Full Time Hires
Alexandra Arana
Alfonso Pi neres
Samantha Van Horn

Summer intern
Jessica Gonsalves
Myriem Hashambhoy
Mike McCarthy
Kathryn Rafferty

Congratulations on joining one of the fastest
growing investment banks in the world.

unlimited
www.ubswarburg.com
UBS War our g is a buslnesigwxjpof UBS AG. ;n the u s, sea* it its undetvrritjrig, trading and brokerage aoMties and MIA
advisory atliviUes areconditted by UBS Warburg lie a whoBy owned subsidiary of UBS AG that Isa registered brokerdeaner and a member of the New York Stock Ewhange and other principal e«r*iang«ar>dSIPC IntheU.K, these: servfcei
are provided by UBS Warburg Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of UBS AG that Is regulated in the U.K. by the SKA.
to pe«or» who II e not private customers In the UK.

Global careers in
investment banking
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Security: Behind closed doors

By Matt Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR EMERITUS
Handing out parking fines like
they're paid by the ticket. Hassling innocent students about brining beer into
the dorms. Harassing partygoers on their
peaceful walk between the quad and the
townhouses. Fairfield University students have all heard horror stories like
these about university security out to get
them and it's no secret that the relationship between the security department
and many students is a strained one. The
Mirror's Matt Thompson spent from
8:30 p.m. until midnight riding alongside Fairfield Sergeant Dave Currier on
April 21 to get a first hand account of
what it takes to be one of Fairfield
University's finest. Here's what he saw.
The rest of my house was planning
another Saturday night at the beach full
of socializing, drinking and hopefully
avoiding all authority figures. I was doing the exact opposite. As I grabbed my
notebook and headed for the door, ready
for my night with security, I noticed my
housemate sprawled out on his couch
watching the television show "Cops."
'That' 11 be me in 10 minutes," I told him.
Nothing could have been farther from
the truth
After a brief introduction, Fairfield
University Sergeant Dave Currier and I
were off, cruising campus, doing what
security does. A big problem: I really
had no idea what security does.
After spending almost four hours
with Sgt. Currier that night, I learned that

security does more than I thought. It's
much more involved then parking tickets and underage drinking conflicts.
Security is in charge of anything that
goes on at Fairfield after the rest of the
university has gone home to bed.
They're police officers, locksmiths, electricians, chauffeurs and EMTs.
Saturday night was a "slow one" as
Currier phrased it. The afternoon was a
sunny, but the temperature had dropped
and rain fell fairly consistently throughout the night. Although the rain kept a
lot of people indoors that night, it never
shuts down weekend activity completely.
"Rain definitely slows down the
activity, but it doesn't stop it. The kids

WRITER'S NOTE: My ride along caught the attention of the athletic department and many of Fairfield University's athletes were warned
that I was accompanying security that Saturday. The football team was
even led to believe that I was doing a story about our athletes "getting
away with murder." I want to make it clear that I was with security to
observe and to learn, but I certainly wasn't there to try to catch student
athletes performing deviant acts. Like we'd all be so absolutely shocked
to learn that some members of the football team like to drink at parties
on the weekends. That's front-page news for sure.
still work hard all week to get to the
weekends and they want to take advantage of them," Currier said, but then
pointed at the field next to the dorms and
added, "If it weren't raining, you'd see
droves of kids over here heading toward
the townhouses."
Instead, there were only two walking toward the townhouses, one with a
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clear plastic bottle that was obviously
filled with a beverage other then Pepsi.
As we passed by, the student noticed the
security car and quickly, but calmly,
shifted the bottle to his far hand and covered it with his fingers.
"We don't have any problem with
what they're doing," said Currier of the
students from the dorms who flock to
the townhouses every weekend.
"They're going up there to socialize and
whether they're going up there to have a
beer or two, we give them the benefit of
the doubt."
The most interesting part of the
night was getting the chance see how we,
as students, look through the windshield

Patricia Alaiere
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Ajbley Brown
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Orion Conray
Karen Crave
Caoey Camming*
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Jame,< E.aan
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Heather Kclty-Franci.*
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Jacob Inthapannba
Jennifer Afaber
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Ryan O'Rourke
A it it e Pino
Ka.<ey Regan
Alary a ret Rein hart
liealber Scbaiter
Patrick Skttret
Paul San'in.iki
RriJget Syp
Donald TtUoca
Jennifer ['it tor to

of the security car. Every student who's
ever made the hike from one of the
dorms up to the townhouses and back
knows what security looks like. You're
leaving a party with a group of friends,
being way too loud, with people who are
stumbling a little bit when all of a sudden you see that security car come riding
up the hill towards you.
Everyone tries to tone down their
drunken rambling for just a minute and
your loud friend who was walking in the
middle of the street and screaming something about how he once won this all day
pint drinking contest steadies his pace a
little and inches over to the sidewalk.
That scene is an easy enough to
imagine, but never had I seen it from the
other perspective. As we passed groups
of students walking to, or looking for a
party, I watched Currier's reaction to
them. I had always pictured the security officer inside the security car staring out at students, relentlessly looking
for something inappropriate like that red
keg cup or a hidden beer can. But Currier simply acknowledged their presence
and moved on. Throughout the night, I
saw that most of the time Currier's attention was focused on an individual,
they drew the attention to themselves.
While cruising through the
townhouses, Currier stopped in front to
let a group of students cross the street.
The group was filing into one of the
townhouses with loud music playing that
was obviously having a party. In the
upstairs window was a girl, who was
yelling down to people in front of the
house when she noticed the security car.
"Security! Hey Security," she
yelled out at us, waving her arm and
obviously extremely pleased with herself. "Little sh*t. Hey guys, I'm waiving at security."
About an hour later we were driving past Jogues when two young men
started crossing right the street right in
front of us. They had just gotten out of
a cab, and we stopped to let them cross.
One of them walked about five feet in
front of the car, blatantly stared into the
windshield and said, "F*ck'you mother
fcker."
His beer muscles bulging, he con-

tinued to stare down the security car and
added a sarcastic, "Have a nice night,"
as he passed by the open window in the
driver door.
"Do you get that a lot? People being jerks for no reason?" I asked Currier
once we had driven away. He said that
it comes with the job and that you can't
let things like that affect you.
"You know that they would never
do anything to hurt you, so you don't
take it personally," Currier said. "For
the most part they're all very good students."
In his job, conflicts with students are
inevitable. Currier said that when a conflict between security and students does
arise, the best thing for everyone to do
is stay calm and cooperate with each
other.
"If you go in with a good attitude,
nine times out of ten you' 11 get the same
response back. We tell them we're not
the judge and jury. We have no input on
what the outcome (of a judicial hearing)
is going to be. That is totally up to judicial," Currier said. "To be totally honest, if you cooperate with us, we will note
that you cooperated in our report and that
can make a huge difference."
Currier stressed time and time again
how important it is for the security department to have a good relationship
with the student body. He said that one
of the most important images they want
to express to the rest of campus is that
security isn't out to get anyone.
"We're not going to stop you from
having fun," Currier said. "That's not
our goal."
We didn't hassle any students at all
and my night consisted mainly of patrolling campus in the security cruiser. Every night, there are always at least two
security cars and one bike patrol officer
doing rounds on campus. With all three
officers on duty, the response time is
between 30 and 45 seconds to any location on campus, security says.
Although there is no specific path
that the security cars follow on their
rounds, we covered everywhere from
Dolan and the townhouses to the Quick
Center and the School of Business.
The more visible security is, the less
likely there are to be acts of vandalism
or theft in exposed areas. At 8:45 we
stopped and Currier got out of the car to
check on a car that had its interior lights
on. Although most of the time it is nothing, security will investigate any vehicle
with an interior light on for signs of vandalism or possible attempted theft. Currier said that he and the rest of the security department pride themselves on how
well they patrol the parking areas on
campus.
"There hasn't been a car stolen on
campus for the last couple of years that
I can recollect," Currier said.
The night wasn't like an episode of
"Cops" and I didn't get to follow Currier as he chased some shirtless man
across the field, over fences and through
bushes, but I learned that security has a
tougher job than I thought. Currier deals
with something new every night and has
learned to expect the unexpected. Yes,
he handles his share of the minor alcohol violations that are all to familiar, but
he has chased suspects down on foot,
saved lives by pulling students from a
burning car, and watched someone die
in his arms. It's not "Cops" but it's not a
walk in the park either.
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Ben Harper receives mixed reviews
A nd the open ing act disappears...
By Chris Zeitz
STAFF WRITER
Fairfield University's May Day
concert with Ben Harper sold about 1500
tickets as a collection of students, guests
and music fans gathered at Alumni Hall.
The concert began sometime after
5:30 PM with Harper and his band, the
Innocent
Criminals,
playing
approximately a dozen songs in all.
Initially, the sound quality was not
up to par. Several people in attendance
commented that they were not able to
understand Harper for his first song or
two.
University student Gerry Abbey
said that he "couldn't hear [Harper's]
voice clearly." However, when Harper
played his hit "Burn One Down," the
sound quality seemed restored and the
rendition was truly stirring. A majority
of the audience was by this point on their
feet. Abbey said that this song was
"awesome."
Fellow student Greg Forrest
commented on the wide variety of
guitars that Harper was using throughout
the night. He felt the concert was good
with a wide musical scope.
Harper would switch guitars after
practically each song, alternating from
different electronic ones and an acoustic
as well.
Taira and Jen, two friends originally

from British Columbia, Canada but now
living in Connecticut attended the
concert to see their favorite musician
play. Their first impressions were that
the crowd was very young and that the
venue was not the most conducive to a
concert. However, they nonetheless
enjoyed the performance. Their
excitement was noticeable and they
remarked that they were "stoked" right
before Harper took to the stage.
John McWhite of the Coast Guard
Academy also attended the concert as a
guest of one student. Though he felt that
Harper could have done more to engage
the audience, he said that he enjoyed the

concert. .
This concert was one of Kevin
Hayes' last duties acting as FUSA
president, though Joseph Piagentini now
holds the office. The preparations for the
concert were undertook during Hayes'
term in the office.
Hayes shared the excitement of
many of the fans. He said that "the entire
day was a success... finishing up with
the concert... a lot of people put a lot of
effort into today [May Day]."
Despite the achievements of the day,
not everyone was content with the
concert. In February, FUSA contacted
Tim Warren to open for the May Day

concert. Warren was "really excited, and
surprised."
Warren has played at the Levee
twice during his first year at Fairfield
University and his band has experience
with significant shows. He has been seen
at the Wetlands in New York City, and
apparently after a good show there,
FUSA decided to ask him to be the
opening act.
Warren also told friends that do not
attend Fairfield University about his
apparent good fortune, and several of
these friends were going to attend the
concert. However, in early April, Warren
heard from another student who was in
no way affiliated with FUSA, that he
would not be the opening act. In fact,
Warren had to call Kevin Hayes to
confirm the rumor. Warren said: "I'm not
angry that we're not opening, I'm just
angry with the way this was dealt with."
Personally, I found that the concert
was for the most part good, but not
exceptional. However, the second encore
was outstanding, with the encore being
matched by an impressive light display
considering the constraints of the venue.
The energy of the audience at the
conclusion of the second encore was
impressive and Harper thusly
demonstrated a true talent for
showmanship, ending the concert on a
high note.

Bathroom or trashroom?
Unsanitary conditions upset students
By Lauren Mahoney
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Hair balls on the floor. Scummy
walls. Clogged drains. Fairfield
University dorm bathrooms are not in the
best of conditions.
"The bathrooms at this school are a
mess, smelly, and gross," said Kaylin
Cavanaugh '04.
Cavanaugh, along with many other
Fairfield students, feels that the
conditions in the dorm bathrooms are
more than a problem; they are a disgrace.
The tuition for the 2000-2001
school year was a total of $29,000, with
$7,630 going to "room and board,
according to Gary Stephenson, Director
of Housing Operations. However, next
year the tuition will be rising another
$2000.
Part of the fee charged to students
for room and board is paid for cleaning
services of the bathrooms in the

dormitories.
"The dorm bathrooms, which are
cleaned and maintained by Pritchard
Cleaning Services, are supposed to be
cleaned everyday," said Stephenson.
The students do not think that these
services are up to par.
"I remember the little black flies in

the showers, yet another addition to the
oh-so-pleasant conditions of the
bathroom," said Taren McKinney '02.
"Now that I clean my own bathroom
living in Claver, I feel a little better
because I know its sanitary and I'm not
scared to sit down on my own toilet."
"Sometimes I will literally walk to
another floor or dorm to use the

bathroom facilities," said Jogues resident
Marissa Viscomi '04.
Going to such an expensive school,
the students are constantly questioning
why the conditions are the way they are.
"I met with the Pritchard because I
was concerned of the conditions earlier
in the year, but to my understanding they
were improved," Stephenson said.
Out of ten people interviewed and
questioned about the conditions of the
bathrooms, nine said they have been in
a shower that has clogged, with soapy
and slimy scum, and all ten people have
seen human feces build up on the toilets.
"These bathrooms are so dirty they
are more like outhouses," said Joe
Whelan '03.
With the rise in tuition next fall
semester, students are only hoping these
outhouses wjll receive more royal
treatment, so the students can relax as
they sit on. their thrones.
J
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with Paul Pennelli,
Minor Editor in Chief Emeritus
"No one edits that rag better!"
1. As Editor in Chief, did you get any
special perks, such as getting to use the
word "ass" in any of your columns or
something like that?
Having complete creative control is nice.
And it's great bossing you around, Josh.
2. What was your favorite part of working
on The Mirror"!
Without a doubt, getting to work with such
a great group of people.
3. Do you think The Mirror will be shut
down when people see what we really do
in the Campus Center next year?
There is a distinct possibility that could
happen. You guys have to clean up your act
big time. I think you'll be scaring a huge
portion of the student body if you don't.
4. As a newspaper man, do you think it's
your job to break the news or determine
what makes the news?
We fix the news (laughs). A little of both. I
think as a weekly newspaper we love to
break news because it's generally hard to do.
However, you need to be responsible when
trying to figure out what is newsworthy and
what isn't.
5. Does The Mirror "reflect" what's
happening on campus or is the name a
misnomer?
I'd like to think that we present an accurate
reflection of what goes on on campus, that
we're a really good voice for the student
body.
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Cheers
to great friends—you know who you
are, I'll miss you next year when I'm
in the Land Down Under!... to pink
onezies...to the laundry b*tches...to
high late-nights in Jogues...to trashing
beach residents' houses...to the guidos
in the quad...to Scotty not making
sense..to KJ spending the night with
Martino...to my buby 3/24...to the Sox
being in first above the Yankees...to
Wiwwy sticking up for himself...to
the Men's volleyball team being so
Cuban...to all the dance ensemble
girls from Sisquo...to the extreme...to
Wednesday night basketball games in
Alumni...to Big Rob...to Mr. Butterly
singing
Mystikal...to
the
Cornerstone...TO MR FAIRFIELDHE'S A HOTTIE...10 the Jamaican
Persuasion...to JV's bathroom
signs...to ice cream weighing 500
pounds...to Mo and L...to pants...to
comfy beds...to Beaverville... to great

6. Are you going to miss staying up until 2
AM cleaning up pages and fixing last
minute typos?
That will actually be one of the things I don't
miss. I've been doing it for two years now
and it's gotten to be a bit of a hassle and not
being able to hang out with my friends on
Tuesday nights and get work done. It's been
one of the drawbacks of The Mirror.
7. Have you become friends with a lot of
the people around campus, or have you
just resorted to ass-kissing to save time?
While I resent that ass-kissing comment, I
have made a lot of great friends through
having to make contacts through The Mirror.
I try to keep the ass-kissing to a minimum
whenever possible. And usually my ass is
being kissed! (laughs)
8. What was the one thing you found most
annoying about working at The Mirror
besides Brian Huben?
The fact that all the cool stuff happens on a
Thursday. It's hard for us to keep on top of
a story. Besides that, the long hours.
9. New York Times : One of the US's best
newspapers :: The Mirror :
A big pain in the rear for me... just kidding!
A great up and coming college newspaper.
10. Let's play the pyramid: 3 computers,
1 printer, 15 people fighting over them...
The Mirror office on a Tuesday night.
Actually, it's a tag sale at my house last
year, but good try. BUZZ!

roommates...to $80 newspapers...to pity
mail...to Hot Ross...to the Yankees...to
pie parties...to Tank & the Boston
Strangler...to Super Nielsen...to
cheese...to
wrinkly
dogs...to
bagpipes...to reading it somewhere...to
leprechauns...to hot trains...to Cracker
Barrel...to Buzzy's!...to Campion 4 subfree. ..to Matt in Regis 4ll...to lovely
shades of blue...to smooches...to Rachel
Murphy...to bitten cookies...to orange
gummi bears...to Charlie Focarazzo...to
dressing up...to Tom Cruise...to Jimmy
Fallon...to Allison Lebonitte...to Jim
Hall...to the Irish Studies minor...to Mary
and the skis..'.to Saturday, the best day
of Liz's life...to that's my toothbrush...to
QTKT's butt...to the fascade of the
library being done before graduation...to
my girl's legs...to the hot women athletes
on page 21 of last week's mirror...to
moving on...to sundresses and beer in
one location!...to never doing an
academic group project again...to
drinking on the front lawn...to showing
the town residents what's up...to dance
parties in every room...to thinking
alike...to
sleepovers
in
the
townhouses...to secret kegs...to finished
rolls of film...to wasted beers...to friends
coming to visit...to cheesy music
videos...to saying good bye to our
seniors, we'll miss you... to senior
issue... to having a double Monday this
week... to getting through with finals
early... to the end.

11. Who is the real Paul Pennelli? I mean,
REALLY?
(Lori Rizzo, online editor, answered) We're
all still trying to figure it out. But we all
know he's wonderful no matter what he is.
(Paul) How much do I owe you for that?
12. Do you think the Clam Jam tradition
will survive?
Being an optimistic person, I would like to
think that it will, but the student body is
dealing with a group of people who will
never be satisfied unless there are no students
living at Fairfield Beach. It's going to be
hard to keep Clam Jam going with that kind
of an environment.
13. Who's more sexy: Jen Lopez or Jen
Sehnert (outgoing A&E editor)?
Sorry Jen, but J.Lo has got you on this one.
14. What artist do you think should just
stop recording music?
Right now, I'd have to say Ricky Martin.
Actually, you know who I can't stand?
Alanis Morisette. I think she should go back
to when she had big hair and was dancing
around all over the fine nation of Canada.
15. After spending 4 years here, what one
thing about Fairfield do you think needs
changing the most?
They have got to get rid of those brown and
gold signs. We spend all this money making
our school beautiful, constructing buildings,
increasing the endowment, and we can't
spend money to get nice looking signs?
C'mon. It makes no sense. Fr. Kelley, if

Boos
to security and their flashlights in our
cars...to senior girls on power trips that
don't let us into the naut...to clam jam
being cancelled...to stolen flip flops at
Jennings...to not hearing from Peace
Corps yet... to that PUNK KID who
won't stay off the beach- YOU'RE NOT
WELCOME!!...to the Blarney Stone's
CRAZY landlady...to this 15 page paper
on Russia...to the cute girls I will never
talk to before graduation...to sleeping at
3 am...to beach residents...to the cheesy
guys who always play in the quad...to
the guidos in the quad...to the
Yankees...to snobby FU girls...to people
who did nothing to deserve their
beamers...to snobby Purdue volleyball
girls...to school almost ending...to
reading it somewhere...to schools with
no dancing...to New Jersey Transit...to
icky roommates...to soft porn...to
Elisabeth being exiled...to getting NO
mail
from
home...to
dirty

you're reading this, and I know you are,
PLEASE get rid of the signs!
16. What advice would you give to
freshmen about their college years here?
Try to wake up in the morning with a positive
attitude and enjoy every day here because
they fly and you'll be staring graduation in
the face before you know it.
17. What advice would you" give to
incoming Editor in Chief Frank
Washkuch other than "don't make out
with the female staff'?
What are you insinuating, Josh? (laughs) I
would tell Frankie to keep a level head and
to invest in our good friends at Pepsi so he
can get some more Mountain Dew.
18. Is there anything you would've
changed about your four years here at
Fairfield?
I definitely would've not roomed with Matt
Payne (Managing Editor) for two years. The
kid is quite possibly the most difficult person
to live with... EVER. I'm kidding! I
probably would have tried harder to get more
work done with my classes.
19. Would you do it all again?
Honestly, I don't have very many regrets.
I've had a great four years, I'm thankful for
all the opportunities that I've had and friends
that I've made, and it's been a good time.
20. Any last words?
Am I dying? Is there something I don't
know, Josh?
propositioners...to guys that suck...to
the Intrepid backseat...to EMs who
cheat on girlfriends...to having two
relationships at once, do you think I
don't know?...to certain business
school faculty turning their backs on
seniors...to people who can't write for
#$@A...to the weird things women do
in groups behind closed doors...to what
might have been if he didn't have a
girlfriend...to good looking nice guys
who are attached...to 4 hours of
sleep...to having the librarians kick you
out every night-it's sad...to girls who
flip out for no reason...to papers that
exceed 10 pages...to people who throw
beer at other people...to spilling wine
all over your new shirt...to Oprah...to
shady boys...to passing out early and
missing all the fun...to that blonde girl
who straightens her hair...to keg
nazis...to twisted ankles...to lost
earrings...to being cut off..to the
backseat of the Intrepid...to late nights
in Campion...to the makeshift clam
jam...to empty kegs...to anthropology
homework...to chem lab...to classes
when it's nice out...to late nights in
Loyola...to drunken late night calls...to
the party being over...to Tom's
attack...to waiting in line to use the
bathroom...to falling down stairs in
front of large crowds...to last minute
assignments...to razor burn...to
sunburn...to falling out windows... to
breaking the "golden Dolan rule"...
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Obligatory Clam Jam letter

[editorial]
PGA: Professional Gripe Association

To the Editor:

If you move next to a golf course, you can bet that a few balls are
going to get hit into your yard from time to time.
Most people would consider that kind of misfortune a "nuisance,"
however, any logical person would say that you should have expected
that long before you moved in. If a realtor is showing you a house on
the golf course, chances are they will mention the golf course itself;
and chances are anyone would figure out this might mean a few stray
Titleists.
And chances are if you are a realtor showing property near Fairfield Beach, a town that has a Fairfield University sign at the bottom
of 1-95's exit 19, a town with Fairfield University banners lining Post
Road like a rally, a town that boasts national prominence and worldwide press because of the university, you are going to mention the
fact that college students live in the area.
There are also a number of prestigous factors that go into living
within the confines of a country club such as wonderful scenery and
influential neighbors. Similiarly, claiming that you own a shorefront
home on the coast of one of the most affluent counties in the free
world and that Jack Welch is your neighbor has its peaks;
Just like living at Pebble Beach, though, living near Lantern Point
comes at a price. Any responsible person with an ounce of common
sense looking to raise a family and live comfortably in peace and
quiet would not move into a central location of off-campus college
students. While The Mirror does not condone any unlawful behavior,
the fact that college students tend to party late into the night is practically a fact of life and is accepted by most reasonable people.
Like living at a country club, the kind of pampered life associated
with being a year-round resident at Fairfield Beach should also come
with the assumption that a few mishandled shots may cause a small
amount of damage to your property.
This weekend past's psuedo-Clam Jam should only bring one message to year-round residents at Fairfield Beach: parties such as Clam
Jam are going to occur whether they are right or wrong and no matter
what action is taken against them.
If you, as a year-round resident, failed to recognize that reality
upon moving in, The Mirror would like to suggest a change in your
real estate agent. Otherwise, you are getting what you paid for.
I
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Ode to Clam Jam 2001
by Maria DeRuccio '02 .
We still managed to find some fun
The townies tried to stop our rage
They must've been losers at our age
I feel sorry for them, really I do
College is gTeat and they don't have a clue
To be with friends, party and dance
To have a ball while we still have the chance
These are days we'll remember with a smile
And realize we had them for just a short while
To the 9 residents who tried to spoil our day
We try not to listen to a word you say
The sun was out and we stayed until night
We did our thing, despite your big fight
I can't believe you thought you'd stop us
There was really no need for all the fuss
You see, my friends, we had a blast
Even though the injunction passed
I'm sorry to say, but you can't stop our school
The students here will always overrule
It's sad to think the year is almost complete
Don't worry, maybe someday we'll meet
And you'll understand our biggest fear
That soon our youth will disappear
Get ready for Clam Jam 2002
If you're nice maybe we'll even invite you
And you'll know the reason why we celebrate
You'll realize there's no need for your hate
As an honorary Stag, Billy sang this song
And I don't think a word of it is wrong
"This is the time to remember
'Cause it will not last forever
These are the days to hold on to
'Cause we won't, although we'll want to..."

I am writing to express the
overwhelming displeasure felt
by the majority of the university
community regarding the recent
court injunction against Clam
Jam. The constant struggles by
the beach residents of the town
of Fairfield have been extremely
tiring, not to mention unfair.
These crusaders have done their
best to alienate the students of
Fairfield University and make all
of us feel unwelcome in this predominantly college-town.
I first ask why these residents moved to the area surrounding the university. This
institution has been an integral
part of this community since
1942. How people like Colleen
Sheridan, president of the Fairfield Beach Road Association,
can complain that we are disrupting their lives is beyond me. Did
she live on the Fairfield beach
in 1942? Not likely. How can
anyone claim that we are disrupting their lives when they moved

to Fairfield with their own free
will? They had to know that
our university was a large part
of the town. If you don't like
the noise and the parties, that
is fine. Just don't live here.
Another huge point of
contention I have is this: how
many Fairfield town residents
attend Mass at our Egan Chapel
every weekend? How many
residents regularly make use of
our exercise facilities at the
Recreational Complex? And
do we complain? No, we are
welcoming and ready to share
what we have with the people
of Fairfield. It's just a shame
that they cannot return the favor. They feel that it is appropriate to take from us, but when
a question of giving back is
raised, forget about it.
To keep us from enjoying
our one valued tradition is inexcusable. Clam Jam has been
a much anticipated event every
year for a long time. It is a way
for students to relax and celebrate the end of a year of hard

work before the grind of finals
begins. I don't think it is too
much to ask. The event had
been planned with the cooperation of the student beach residents, FUSA, our RTM Representative and Chief Justice, Tim
Healy, as well as the Fairfield
Police Department. It was to be
a regulated event with plenty of
police supervision, bracelets to
help dictate who is allowed to
participate, and Universitysponsored transportation. It was
not an unorganized free-for-all.
Finally, for those residents
who brought this suit against
our university and who have
nothing better to do than dedicate themselves to running
around ruining everyone else's.
good time, I have one piece of
advice. Perhaps it will do all of
you well to kick back, have a
cold one, listen to some music,
and just be human.
Sincerely,
Jessica Colligan '03

Obligatory security complaint
To the Editor:
As I struck the closing guitar chords of what was to be my
band's first tune outside of the
townhouses on Saturday night,
FU Security biked onto the scene
and shut us down in an encounter very reminiscent of the
Beatles' 1969 Rooftop concert.
The difference was that this
wasn't a farewell to the swinging sixties in London. This was
a pathetic excuse to bust
hardworking Fairfield students
on May Day.
I witnessed similar scenes
all day long. A band played outside the Townhouse 4 block all
afternoon, while DJs blasted hip
hop tunes through public address
systems outside both the 12 and
2 blocks, all examples of responsible Fairfield students enjoying
their afternoon. What the performances turned into were a musical backdrop to hours upon
hours of bike cops raiding townhouses and stealing kegs. For the
majority of the afternoon, the
band and DJs were left alone.

Mine, however, was not spared.
Although the townhouse registered both a party and a band,
Security officers, as well as two
RHCs, ignored this and presented us with two options:
cease playing altogether or
move the band inside the house
from the porch. There we
could play with the doors open
at the very same volume. The
catch was that no more than 25
people were permitted to remain inside the house while
this took place.
A small crowd of much
larger than this had already
gathered to watch us. The band
has five students in it, two of
which live in the house outside
of which we were playing.
Counting
band
and
housemates, an additional 16
people were permitted to watch
us play. Security warned that
if this gathering exceeded that
size, we would be shut down
in violation of their orders.
Recognizing the ridiculousness of this ultimatum, we
unplugged our guitars and

packed up for the night. The
crowd, which I may add were
not drinking beer on the townhouse lawn for fear of being
hassled by Security, scattered
shortly afterwards to find other
parties and kegs to pass the rest
of the evening.
Noise violations at Fairfield University do not exist
before 1 a.m., while the town's
curfew isllp.m. If both the
aforementioned band and DJs
violated any noise ordinances,
and my REGISTERED band
was playing well before even
the Town of Fairfield's curfew,
what possible justification
could exist for the evening's intervention? Whatever the reason, this left a large group of
Fairfield students with a lot of
time to pursue less constructive
activities.
Kudos to Security and the
RHCs for ruining what could
have been a great afternoon.
Some people just don't get it.
Bitter and Confused,
Jordan Costa '02

poll results: Are you confident in next year's FUSA leaders?

YES 40%

NO 33%

DON'T CARE 26%
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That stupid stop sign by Dolan... and other ponderances
To the Editor:
I'm almost outta here and now's the
time for me to sound off before I no
longer have a right to (until I send my
kids here...). I just wanted to take time
to point out some of the things that are
wrong with this place and even offer solutions to fix them.
THE LEVEE. Why take a place
with good food and turn it into a lesser
version of what used to be the Stag?
Bring back all the cool food you used
to serve, like Buffalo Wings! It used to
be a great place! Not to mention the fact
that the prices are outrageous -1 can get
the same thing down the road at Subway or McDonald's for considerably
less. And workers, start paying attention during your shifts - I've seen people
walk off with three-course meals without even a thought as to paying for them.
WVOF. Don't resist the new
merger with the HAM Channel, it will
only give you more exposure, which is
a good thing. Have any of you out there
taken a listen lately? They've got everything from "Ska-betan Punks" to
"Perversions of the Ancient Goat."
THE MIRROR. The fact that every article I send in gets printed means
that obviously no one else cares enough
to submit potentially better articles.
How often do you get to claim you've
had your material published, guys? Take
an interest, for God's sakes and make
Sean Hayes have to write less.
MAIL ROOM HOURS. Come
on. Who closes at 3:55? Can't you wait
just five more minutes and close on the
hour like every normal business? Also,
why do we need to show our ID to receive a package we only know we have
because a MAIL ROOM EMPLOYEE
stuffed the slip into our box? Do they
not trust themselves or something?
CONSTRUCTION. Someone
printed a wonderful editorial about this
at the beginning of the year. Why do all
the changes have to happen at once?
There are not even enough workers to
do all of this at the same time. You've
destroyed a beautiful campus and turned
it into a sludge pit.
THE HAM CHANNEL. This semester there were only four new original shows, one of which aired only every other week or so. It was a live callin show that no one called, not even to
curse. It's so easy to make a tv show
down there and it can be a blast. Go,
FWF, go.
THE PARKING SITUATION.
This is simple. Tally up how many
spaces there are on campus. Issue that
number of parking permits. Allow for
teachers and students who will only be
parked there during the day. THIS IS
EASY STUFF, GUYS.
SPEEDING TICKETS. Complete crap without a radar gun.

THE PARTY SCENE. When an
adult throws a party, there is music, dancing, chips, dip, finger foods, and pleasant conversation. Here we have beer and
puking. And then we demand to be treated
maturely.
DOLAN HALL. The entire campus
is being renovated, and I still have a pipe
running through my ceiling. There's some
dried puke on a 3rd floor door that has
been there SINCE MY FRESHMAN
YEAR! What a hilariously lame place
to live.
THE TOWNHOUSES. The funds
used to make the 10 block solar powered
should have gone towards insulating
those house so that the energy collected
would not just be returned to nature
through cracks in the walls.
THE APARTMENTS. A genuinely
great idea. Really.
THE BOOKSTORE BUY-BACK.
If I have a "50% back gauranteed" sticker,
I want the entire 50%, not 48% and two
stag dollars or whatever crap they think I
can use. Don't cheat me, dammit, I pay
enough already!
STUDENT IDs. My social security
number is my own business. Why does
the university feel it has the right to print
it all over the place?
CLUB BUDGETS. I was president
of the Film Club this past year. One event
used up 85% of our $230 something budget. To put this in perspective, the Asian
Club gets something like $5000... I do
not understand this at all:
THE ART DEPARTMENT. It's a
major and they are crammed into a dorm
basement. Stop telling these poor guys
that the university supports the arts. If it
did, they'd at least give them some decent facilites. Do any of you even know
where the Lukacs Gallery is?
PARTY WANDERERS. If someone walked into your dorm room and just
opened your fridge, would you be happy?
Why do you do this to people at the townhouses and the beach?
FUSA ELECTIONS. When the
whole process is handled this poorly, it
makes me question just how professional
they are when it comes to actually tallying the votes. Even still, congratualtions
to Piag & Crew, the best people won. That
is, the best people allowed to run did.
MR. FAIRFIELD. You guys have
the highest attended event all year and
your MC doesn't even know when the
contestants are gong to walk on stage. I'll
bet Angry Salad changes it's name to
Furiously Pissed Salad after all this, since
they spent two hours setting up and everyone left before they got to perform.
RAP MUSIC. Why is it that everyone here thinks they are from the ghetto?
This is a prestigious (not to mention expensive) school, show some respect for
it instead of blasting music from your
windows.
«.
THAT DUMB STOP SIGN. The

one up by Dolan. The one on a CURVE
IN THE ROAD. Why are we stopping,
to avoid merging traffic coming from the
trees? A "Go Slow" sign would work
much better. Yes, this really does bother
me that much.
THE ONE WAY TOWNHOUSE
STREET. The people who live in the
five block have to go all the way around
just because all the money being spent
on campus construction so far hasn't
been used to widen that particular space
by the three feet necessary to make it a
two way street.
SENIOR WEEK. After four years
of paying tuition, a weeks worth of festivities costs us more money? Are you
kidding me?
BUSES. This is about as reliable as
hoping your friend will drive by so that
you won't have to walk to class. HIRE
MORE PEOPLE AND PAY THEM
MORE. The drivers are friendly and nice
to talk to, they just have trouble being
everywhere at once and doing an exemplary job for less than exemplary pay.
FIGHT CLUB. Specifically the

one on campus, not the great film of the
same name. It was a movie, guys. By
copying them, you are doing exactly the
sort of thing the people in the film would
have thumbed their noses at - then blew
up. Can't you kids tell the difference between movies and real life? (Hint: One
is shown in a tiny little box, one is not)
Play nice, or you'll have to go to your
rooms.
APATHY. I can see why you all
don't want to do stuff- everything here
blows. That's a great defeatist attitude
to have. Put it this way: you show up to
whatever event and you are almost guaranteed to win the prize giveaway, since
there's usually no one else there.
In conclusion, let me say that the final paragraph to everything I've written
since third grade has begun with "in conclusion." Well, it's time to retire. Feel
free to drop in. Good luck with finals
everybody and have fun next year. I'm
outta here.
Sincerely,
Luke S. Golijan, Esq. '01

Mack & Hayes'
likes and gripes

Thumbs Up... c*

r

...Thumbs Down

Survivor Finale

Go Keith Go!
■a—

Meadow Soprano

-J

Well, she is from Jersey.

David Gray

Live at Radio City, tonight.

"K"lam Jam

Still fun, even without correct spelling.
corny; you can do better, HBO.

61
Spam Jam

like OZ, only tougher booze policies,

New DllcheSS hope the campus center is this nice.l
"I love Space."

He's a millionaire, not a poet.

Revelling/Reckoning

good/damn good.

Residents causing trouble IRONY, look it up
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HE
Said
By Nick Tuffarelli

or question
ToffareWi
raw*

Wow, itis amazing how quickly four
years go by. I still remember my first
few months here, when I just arrived
from an all boys high school and was
still afraid of all the beautiful girls in this
school. Hard to imagine, right? During
your last few months of school however,
you truly realize how far you have come
along in the game.
Before I go, I just want to leave some
final words of advice to all the guys out
there. Please gentleman, never go out
with the idea or intent that you are definitely pulling tail that night. That's going about it the wrong way. Once you
commit yourself to that approach, it's
difficult to have fun. All you do all night
is scope out every girl at the party, trying to determine, which one will be the
lucky one, and you forget about enjoying the culture. Now I'm not saying not
to be confident, or even overconfident,

Boo to 'Boos'
To the Editor:
We are writing a letter in reference to
the scandalous Cheers and Boos. Over
the past year, the Boos have been increasingly directed toward specific
people. Though this is a lighthearted section of the paper, there are times when
one might assume that this is more than
a joking matter.
It has been brought to our attention
by a reliable source that we are mentioned under an alias in the Boos section of this week's Mirror. We want to

question the integrity of the students that
bring their personal issues into the public eye. The people mentioned in Cheers
and Boos are not necessarily public figures. Therefore, we feel that these personal attacks are slanderous in nature and
can be potentially harmful. We do not
think that this is what The Mirror intended for this section of the paper.

COMMENTARY
but just let things come to you.
I know how everyone hates going to
class, especially those early ones, but you
really should be getting to them a little
more. Class, the hallway, the computer
lab, dining hall, etc., are always the best
places to spot the cute ladies. Never be
the first one in class on the first day. If
you are, you'll never get the chance to
sit next to the cute girl. Be a few minutes late, make an entrance and sit next
to the prettiest girl. It's a great way to
begin a "friendship".
Girlfriends are great. They buy you
things such as dinner, clothes, and drinks,
type your papers, and the consistency
doesn't hurt either. Nevertheless, never
dive in too far while you're here. No
matter how much a girl means to you,
she'll never replace your buddies.
They'll be the ones who keep you in
check and always keep you laughing.

oNe*

Storytellers: not VHl's
To the Editor:

Last night I sat in a classroom at
Housatonic Community College and listened to John Scott, who came to Bridgeport, Connecticut, with 40 cents some
16 months ago, to start a newspaper. The
paper now can be found in places where
free newspapers are available; it's called
"Good News Connecticut Press." John
Sincerely,
Scott's notion is that our communities
Bridget Hennessey '02
need to be healed, and that sharing the
Gina Cunningham '02
victories and accomplishments among us
is a way to find that healing. So, his
newspaper is full of stories about people
who win awards, show courage, and
share their large and small resources with
their neighbors.
John Scott is one of a series of speakfield. The MC even ordered a pizza from
To the Editor:
Domino's for this lucky fan. There were ers that we have invited to our course,
The day was absolutely beautiful; three mascots on the field doing what "Community and Leadership." The stuit just had to be. April 19th was chosen they do best. Tator the Norwich Navi- dents in this course come from
as the day for the Rock-N-Jock softball gator, The Bridgeport Bluefish, and our Housatonic Community College and
event back in February. Thank God there own Fairifeld Stag joined the fun and Fairfield University. The faculty also are
even participated in one of the give- from both institutions: Anthony Ball
was nothing but sunshine.
Rock-N-Jock was an afternoon that aways. In addition to all this excitement, from HCC and Donald Greenberg from
FU. We meet sometimes at Housatonic
included a home-run derby and a soft- a great softball game was taking place.
The Red team and the White team and sometimes at Fairfield, on alternate
ball game. The event was also a benefit
fundraiser. All participants were asked gave it their all. The game looked like Thursday evenings.
We meet so that we can listen to comto raise a minimum of $50 to play in the the home-run derby with balls flying out
derby or the game. The field was com- of the park at will by many players, in- munity leaders tell their stories. Each
prised of students, faculty, alumni and cluding Security's Scott Vatarel. A close guest speaker has had a different story
staff. The 100 players and the volun- call brought the managers Fr. Laurence to tell. Jon Green is a young man who
teers raised money for a 7-year-old boy O'Neil and Jim Fitzpatrick nose to nose. graduated from Brown University and
named Christopher who has leukemia. Some dirt was kicked at this moment. now works fulltime for ACORN, a comThe Make-A-Wish foundation was help- We will not say who did what, but luck- munity action group that asks underprivileged communities how they want
ing him and his family go on his dream ily Security was at the event.
The game was a close one with the to change their neighborhood and then
vacation to Walt Disney World in
Florida. The pledges and money raised Red team pulling out a thrilling 17-15 helps them make those changes.
The students wondered how Jon
through the raffle for Dave Matthew's win. All the players had a great time,
lives
on
his salary of $22,000 a year; the
Band tickets totaled $6,000, surpassing and the fans enjoyed both the game and
Fairfield
students were more disbelievthe give-aways. The top fundraiser for
our goal of $5,000.
The home-run derby was full of the event was actually a duo. Rip Marini ing than the Housatonic students about
heavy hitting. Corry Gripp from the and Nick Matinelli raised $420 dollars this. Alice Mclntyre is a Fairfield GraduSecurity Department and Tim Desmarais for the event. They won the honor of ate Education faculty who started a
'02 made it to the finals. The two battled throwing the first pitch out at a Bridge- project with 4th and 5th graders at an
elementary school in one of the poorest
head to head for the crown. Desmarais port Bluefish game.
The Make-A-Wish foundatioin and section of Bridgeport: she gave the kids
became Fairfield's long-ball champion.
The game was preceded by music Christopher were very excited to work cameras and they documented their lives.
compliments of Joey Sykes. WVOFwas with Fairfield University. We hope to When asked how they wanted to change
there with the play by play, and the HAM collaborate on events in the future. Spe- their neighborhoods, they looked hard at
Channel captured everything on tape. cial thanks go out to all the businesses, their own pictures and said, we want to
Rob Rocco '02 served as MC for the departments, individuals on campus and make it clean. They have had a camevent and played music with his band friends who helped make the event such paign to put out trash cans and get gar"Cross-eyed Charlie." Rob gave away a success. It goes to show you what a bage removed for the past several years.
Barbara Edinberg, from the Bridgelots of great prizes between innings, in- group of individuals can accomplish
port
Child Advocacy Coalition, told stocluding the "Best Seat In The House" when they come together.
ries of organizing and educating parents
promotion. One lucky fan from the au- Sincerely,
to ask that their children receive the kind
dience was chosen to sit with a friend Chris Biello
of education America can offer to its
on an inflatable couch placed on the Graduate Assistant

Rock on FU

One can have balance between the two,
a lady and friends, but he can never just
forget about the other.
Finally, to all the guys who are tied
up in the face of one gorgeous girl, keep
macking! Don't be discouraged if she
keeps shutting you down, and passing
over you. Just keep doing what you do
best, saying to her, and doing all those
sweet, and nice things for her. The only
difference is that now you mean it.
Those special ones are always the hardest to get. You always have to prove to
them you are being honest and sincere
to them, because they've seen the game
too many times before. Eventually
though, she'll smile back at you the same
way you've been smiling at her.

youngest but so often fails to do so. Then
there was Dennis Murphy, a Fairfield
graduate, who is now the Chief Executive Officer for the Mayor's Office in the
City of Bridgeport. We asked him how
he justifies moving people out of their
homes for commercial development
sites; one of the students had a sister who
was moved. From Dennis we heard how
even people who want to do only good
things sometimes have to make hard
decisions, and how money determines
social policy and community development.
Philip Greiner, from Fairfield
School of Nursing, is the son of a Marine Corps sergeant from a coal mining
town in Pennsylvania. His desire to take
care of people led him to become a nurse
and then on to a Ph.D. in Nursing. He
now teaches and does research here at
Fairfield but he seems to spend more of
his time, and perhaps most of his heart,
still taking care of people in Bridgeport:
children with lead poisoning, adults with
diabetes and high blood pressure, all of
whom otherwise live outside our health
care system.
Dr. Greiner doesn't see what he does
as helping others but as exchanging gifts:
he is invited into our homes and listens
to our stories, and in return, he gives
advice and help about health and
lifestyle. (Ask him to show you how
much fat there is in a double cheeseburger with bacon and he'll pull out a baggie
with ounces of lard in it.)
Each night, the class begins as any
other: we are tired and eating chips for
dinner and thinking about other things.
Then our guest comes, and begins to tell
their story. Gradually, the room becomes
absolutely quiet except for the storyteller, as if we are all holding our breaths
to listen. And I, who had thought being
a community leader was mostly a matter of hard work and perseverance, come
to see that these are special people. Each
story is different, and each has their own
style — and yet the spirit that moves
them is common among them. I think it
is that spirit that makes the room go so
quiet.

Sincerely,
Susan E. Brandon,
Acting Assistant Dean
College of Arts & Sciences
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By Josh O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR
Janet Jackson has the midas touch
of music. Since 1986, when Jackson
first teamed with the producing team of
Jam and Lewis, she has been producing
more hits than a punching bag.
She's had more than 25 top ten hits
in her career, and with her latest album,
V
'A11 For You," she is not slowing down
yet.
Janet's trademark sound continues
to shine even in the bland, repetitive
sound that is R&B today. The Destiny's
Child clones continues to pale against
the unique sound that Jackson always
brings to the table, and this album is no
different.
"All For You" provides many
memorable tracks, starting with the two
hits that have already struck from the
album: the title track and "Doesn't Really Matter." The second was also released on the Nutty Professor II
soundtrack. Both songs are great
uptempo party songs that smoothly go
through the emotions of love.

m
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Grade: ^+

Artist:
Janet Jackson
CD: All For You
Label: Virgin

For something a little slower, the
very last song on the CD, "Better Days,"
hits the spot with a very lovely tempo,
exquisit singing, and an optimistic message. It talks about making changes to
have a better life, which seems to be inspired by Jackson's recent bouts with depression. It is a good song for anyone
who is down.
One song that's grown on this reviewer is a remixing of the the Carly
Simon track "You're So Vain" titled
"Son of a Gun." Janet's taken elements
from the original recording of the song
and turned it into an R&B jam. While at
first listen it might seem odd, it's quite
remarkable to hear Carly Simon freestyle
rapping, and in a strange way fits in with
the male-bashing attitude of R&B in recent years.
For something with an edge, Jackson comes through this time, with a hard-

rock-tinged "Trust a Try." Although it
is a bit off the rest of the album's vibe, it
still works incredibly well.
Despite the number of tracks on the
disc, it appears that Janet has once again
pulled through with a remarkably strong
album. The CD flows very well from
initial love songs, to a couple of male
bashing songs, and finishes up with a
couple of more uplifting songs to bring
you up out of the darkness at the end.
It all just works, something which
is rare in today's industry. Janet's songs
work well as inidividual tracks, but to
get the whole meanings it's better to listen to the CD beginning to end.
Janet Jackson got her start in acting, starring in such shows as "Good
Times" and "Diff'rent Strokes" before
trying her hand at music. After a couple
of failed CDs, Janet teamed with the producing team of Lewis and Jam, who

brought her breakthrough CD, "Control." With strong music and very
smartly produced videos choreographed
by Paula Abdul, Janet brought a new
style of music video to MTV while using the genre to carry her to new heights.
She breaks out of the shell of comparisons to her brother Michael during this
time.
With her sales growing with such
CDs as "Rhythm Nation 1814," by 1996
she had secured a 5 CD, $70 million contract with Virgin Records. She's also rebranched out into acting, starring in such
movies as "Poetic Justice" and "Nutty
Professor II."
With "All For You," Janet has continued to shine in the music industry
while still evolving her sound and style.
She's proven that after all these years,
she can still be as sexy and successful as
ever.
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Tonight is the final two hour episode of "Survivor II: The Australian Outback." The final three, Keith, Colby and
Tina, have made it this far. Who will prevail, Keith or Tina, who have been allies from the beginning? Or Colby,
who has been careful about showing his cards the whole time? If Colby keeps winning immunities, he might just
slip through Keith and Tina's plan. The votes have been put in a vault and will be opened live.
Photo: CBS.com

'The Strike': How will it affect you?
Why reality TV could hurt writers and actors.
ies" and "Cops." These shows do not
depend on writers or actors. They would
By Kate Mullancy
become the backbone of network teleA&E EDITOR
vision if another strike should occur.
As the writers' guild and actors'
Today, we are in the midst of a reguild face possible strikes within two ality TV boom. The success of shows
months of each other, a flurry of new like "Survivor," "Dateline," and "Who
movies are being pushed through and Wants to be a Millionaire" have
extra television shows are being shot.
spawned a bevy of imitators.
If a writers' strike does go through
"The Weakest Link" has done betat the beginter than any
new show
ning of May,
late night vathis season,
riety shows
making the
and daily
networks
feel very
soap operas
confident,
could be put
and putting
to an almost
instantapotential
neous halt.
strikers on
Prime-time
shaky
sitcoms and
ground.
dramas
While this
would soon
has been the
follow.
message the
Actors
networks
have been
have
been
Photo: twlonline.co.uk/
working
putting
forth
Anne Robinson's success might
all
year,
double time,
'weaken' the actors and writers.
shooting exwith the imtra television shows to air at the begin- pending strike could viewers really tolning of next season, and filming as many erate a steady diet of reality programmovies as they can.
ming?
The last time there was a writers'
While many viewers have forsaken
strike was 1988; it lasted for five months fictional television, most viewers would
and cost the industry an estimated $500 quickly become bored with the reality
million dollars. As a result of that strike, backstabbers, the mean game show
network television lost a big portion of hosts, and the melodramatic news magathejr audience to cable television. Cable zines. The networks know this, and if
ratings increased by over 30 percent, and they don't, they will quickly learn.
established itself as a viable force in the
The people on shows like "The
marketplace at this time. Network tele- Daily Show," "Late Night with Conan
vision never recovered from that strike. O'Brien" and "The Late Show with
Since that time network executives David Letterman" could quickly find
have created more news magazines and themselves with some vacation time.
crime shows such as "Unsolved Myster- During the last strike Johnny Carson and

Letterman eventually crossed the picket could be put out of work by a shut-down
of the industry.
line and wrote their own shows.
If the strikes are resolved in favor
The Writers Guild of America's
of
the
actors and writers, studios believe
11,000 members are asking for more
that
the
quality and money spent on promoney for writers when shows are rerun
or distributed on video and DVD. In ad- duction will have to be cut back. In
dition, screenwriters are asking for a 1988, television rushed shows back on
greater role in the production of films. to the air, often at a cost to the quality.
There is still a nearly $100 million gap In addition, many are concerned that
between the guild and studio officials films of lower quality will be released
because they are currently being rushed
salaries.
Strike negotiators are unhappy with through production.
writers and actors who have
agreed to shoot
•*
«#
additonal epi■ *
1
m
sodes this year.
• *'* % "i
■
*
r
• *
• * •
*
These episodes
a
will be aired
next season.
W^Jr^^^M
One show that
has done this is
"Law and Order." Negotiators believe
that this underK
. 1
mines their po1
* *l
sition, giving
the networks
the advantage
*
£
in negotiations.
0 *' «*, * •'
«1
Many believe that the
writers' dead*
* 1
line for striking
will be pushed
»
closer to the
date the actors'
guild contract
•
expires, June
'■C* ^^ T»t
30, for leverage.
About
135,000 actors
!*•
are at risk in the
Dave
may
be
taking
a
vacation
very soon.
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strike, and over
80,000 others
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How Fairfield University picks musical acts
By Kristen Delaney
MEDIA RELATIONS
Bob Dylan. Counting Crows. No
Doubt.
All big name bands which Fairfield
University attempted to book for concerts—all unsuccessful.
"It's just not a fun process," said
FUSA president Kevin Hayes. For this
semester alone, he said he has put in at
least 25 offers, with Ben Harper being
the first to accept. "It's not like I haven't
tried," he said.
Booking a large name band is not
as simple as it may appear. To begin the
process, Fairfield University Student
Association (FUSA) obtains a list of
bands and their pricing from different
booking agents. Then they try to select
a band that fits their interest, allotted
price range and date reserved, said Student Activities Director, Mike Reimer.
Once all these categories are met, the
school places a formal bid for a band
through a "middle-man", or booking
agency.
Traditionally, Fairfield attempts to
schedule two main concerts a year: one
for Harvest Weekend in the fall and the
other for May Day in the spring. While
rumors circulated about a possible Bob
Dylan show last semester, the Harvest
concert was a complete no-show and
many other shows have been flops as

well. Last spring, Buffalo Tom, the band
scheduled for May Day, walked out angered by the lack of student turn out.
This semester's May Day concert,
Ben Harper and the Innocent Criminals,
totaled about $70,000, according to
Hayes. FUSA, however, is only given
$30,000, and Hayes is putting in an additional $30,000. In order to put on a
large concert this semester, the stakes
had to be increased monetarily. This resulted in students having to purchase
tickets and the elimination of an outside
venue.
"It's been outside before, but never
at this level," said Reimer. "When we
finally got a big name, there was no way
it could be outside because it would have
to be free."
Normally, the outside concerts at
Fairfield have been for bands which only
cost about $5,000 to $10,000. These
have been free to students. Since Harper
cost about seven times that amount, and
because it is hard to charge admission
for an outdoor show, the concert was
placed in Alumni Hall.
Although FUSA is giving much of
the money to produce the show, it is not
enough. "The rest has got to come
through ticket sales," said Hayes. "The
best we can do is break even." Surprisingly, Alumni Hall was almost filled for
the Harper concert.
"It's a tough process because we're

so limited by Alumni Hall," Hayes said.
"A lot of bands will not play Alumni Hall
because it's such a small arena."
Currently, Alumni Hall is able to
hold about 2,300 people. However, this
number can fluctuate depending on the
size of the stage and the concert. For
Harper, the hall was only able to hold
about 1,900.
While larger universities, such as
local Sacred Heart University, are able
to showcase larger acts on a more regular basis, much of this is due to their large
facilities.
For example, Sacred Heart's new
arena can hold about 5,500 people. They
are able to book larger bands and make
a profit, said Hayes.
"Because Alumni Hall is so small
we can never make money off concerts
unless students pay $35 per ticket ,"
Hayes said. And that is not something
that he wants to do.
"The great thing for the future is the
new Bridgeport arena," Hayes said. "Our
options have just multiplied about 100
times because of price alone." Since the
arena has the capacity for about 90,000
people, it will able to house much larger
acts and generate greater profits while
keeping the price for students low.
The arena will be housing various
concerts for outside agents, and the potential for Fairfield University to book
shows at the arena is definitely there, said

Athletic Director Gene Doris.
Along with not receiving revenues
from shows, the availability of the halls
is usually limited, and therefore cuts
down on the availability of artists able
to play at the campus.
'Part of the thing is that campus facilities usually used are athletic facilities, and so obviously they're booked up
primarily for athletic events first, and
anybody that wants to come in and do
an event has to work around that schedule," said Mike Geremia, talent coordinator for Metropolitan Entertainment
Group, which Fairfield uses to book their
bands.
"A lot of it is luck if you can find
artist that's going to be coming through
for that particular date," Geremia said.
"If a campus has five dates in one month
that [the facility] is available, then
chances obviously increase [for landing
a big band]," he said.
To add to the complications in nailing a big name act, many bands have
become unwilling to play college shows.
Hayes said now even smaller acts are
trying to play bigger venues, and are
combining with other artists in order to
play large arenas.
"It always happens that way," said
Geremia. "College is basically a stepping
stone. Once they reach arena status,
they're not going back."

A debacle finally makes it to the big screen
Kate Mullaney
A&E EDITOR
L
The best thing you can
say about "Town and Country" is that it is not as bad as
you might have heard.
The film, which started
production without a finished
script three years ago, has
taken several reshoots and rewrites to be completed. The
once modest budget ballooned
to between $80 million and
$120 million depending on
what estimates you read.
It certainly seemed to
have a lot of potential on paper: an all star cast, including
Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton,
Goldie
Hawn,
Garry
Shandling, Andie MacDowell
and Jenna Elfman; and a script
written, in part, by Buck
Henry ("The Graduate").
Because they began with
an unfinished script, many of
the actors had to go and begin
Photo: imdb.com
other films before it could be Diane, Goldie and a friend contemplate marriage
finished. Diane Keaton left to
do "Hanging Up," and Garry Shandling expectations of the film. In the end it is He begins having a series of affairs.
left to do "What Planet Are You From," a light farce that has clearly been heavily When his wife discovers this and files
both of which were released last year. edited, so that all of the disjointed re- for divorce, he has to examine what he
There were also reports of the many big shoots fit together. New characters and has lost.
named actors playing "mind games" on subplots appear throughout the movie
All of the major actors are playing
the set.
characters they have done before and fall
and then disappear just as quickly.
\ The amount of coverage the movie
Beatty plays Porter Stoddard, a into easily. There are some interesting
hasxgotten, because of the stars and the wealthy architect who has it all, but then minor characters. Andie MacDowell's
time "involved, has certainly raised
decides that maybe that is not enough. parents are played by the great stage ac-

ffliek Facts
Grade: CMovie:
Town and Country
Starring: Warren
Beatty, Diane Keaton,
Goldie Hawn, and
Garry Shandling
Director:
Peter Chelsom

tress, Marion Seldes, who should not be
subjected to this material, and by
Charlton Heston, who in a stretch is playing a wealthy, gun-toting nut.
Despite a weak plot, there is a lot to
look at in every scene. The characters'
fabulous wealth means a lot of interesting images (the Stoddards take the
Concorde to Paris for dinner). They live
in Manhattan, the Hamptons, Sun Valley, and Mississippi.
Beatty's character is completely
unsympathetic, and it seems shocking
that he has accomplished what he has in
his career, or that he has managed to hold
together his marriage for 25 years.
All of the actors involved have refused to do any publicity for the film.
The studio has seemingly decided to just
cut its losses, release the film, and let it
die in theaters.
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Crystal's 61 * disappoints
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By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR
In the history of American filmmaking, there have been several great baseball movies. The Natural, Eight Men
Out, and Bull Durham come to mind.
However, this sub-genre is not without its failures either, witness Kevin
Costner's latest flop, For Love of the
Game, and Robert DeNiro's only bad
film of the 90s, The Fan.
Billy Crystal's latest offering, 61*,
falls somewhere in between. While not
altogether horrible as The Fan, 61*
does not reach the heights of The Natural, either.
61 * is the story of the pursuit of
Babe Ruth's single-season home run
record by fellow Yankees Roger Maris
and Mickey Mantle. Maris and Mantle
are portrayed by Barry Pepper and
Thomas Jane, respectively, and do a
spectacular job, as nearly everyone
who actually knew the "M&M" boys
would attest to.
Most of the other characters in the
movie, however, do not have any depth
(or accuracy) at all. For example, the
casting for the roles of broadcasters Mel
Allen and Phil Rizzuto was just plain
bad; the actors do not look or sound anything like the people they are portraying, and instead rely on their respective
catch phrases (Rizzuto's "Holy Cow!"
and Allen's "How about that!") to try to

accomplish any sense of character development.
Elsewhere, caricatures and stereotypes are put where, in a better film, actual characters would be. Ford Frick,
baseball's commissioner at the time, is
made out to be some sort of superevil

that?
Despite the film's shortcomings,
Crystal did do some things right. For
example, the portrayal of Mickey
Mantle's famous nightlife (and its interference with his play) adds color, and
descriptions of the New York press as

dience, presumably Yankees fans who,
like Crystal, are at least 50 years old, this
movie will be an evocative remembrance
of that magic summer of 1961, but it
lacks the universal appeal that separates
good movies from great ones. How
about that?

Photo: HBO.com

monster hell-bent and stopping at nothing to keep Ruth's record intact, and Yogi
Berra serves as a feature-length comic
relief Italian stereotype serving up one
tired, cliched "Yogism" after another.
There are a lot of other pitfalls, like
the dubious special effects meant to recreate the Yankee Stadium of 1961. The
word "cartoonish" would describe them
best; they actually pay people money for

Employment Opportunity
For New Graduates

(figurative) bloodsucking demons is unfortunately accurate.
From what I've gathered from people
who were actually alive and sentient in
1961, the film touches a nerve, I guess
because there is an increased familiarity
to it, and those who remember '61 are
willing to look past the film's faults for
the nostalgia.
I, however, am not. For its target au-

•
•
•
•
:

67* will air on the HBO
network (channel 14 on
CTN) on Sunday May 6,
11:15 p.m. and Thursday
May 10, 8:30 p.m.
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Assistant/Technician
For Westport Eye Doctor

Cargo
my

3

This interesting, challenging position provides a unique blend of business and
technical activities. It is an excellent opportunity to translate academic knowledge
into practical, tangible skills. Special training is given in the areas of:
- basic optics (eyeglass lenses and contact lenses)
-ocular anatomy
- phyaiology-the biology of the eye and related structures
- diseases of the eye and related general health conditions
- ocular medications and contact lens solutions
-refractive laser surgery
• psychology of patient management
. business management systems
- computer applications and operations
We seek a reliable, aggressive team member who is personable, self-directed and
well motivated. We offer a secure, stable position in a growing practice, a place
where your intelligence and talents are utilized and appreciated. A full time career
building position for a new graduate.
v

Call 226-9426 between 9:45 A,M. • 6:00 P.M. and/ or send your resume to our
office. Our* e-mail address is evedoci&erobxom FAX 226-6230
Dr. Robert L Ross
500 Post Road East suite 280
Westport, COM.
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This week in sports...
Men's Lacrosse

Women's Crew

6-7 overall, 2-2 conference

Finished second at the MAAC Championship

The Stags dropped a close 9-8 game away to Penn State on Saturday before playing Brown away on Wednesday. They return to
action at home this Saturday when they will host Denver. Please
see "Men's lax looks to future" on p. 20 for more.

Softball
35-19-1 overall, 12-4 conference

Women's crew finished as runner-ups in the MAAC championships
in Shelton, CT behind Marist. In addition, three Fairfield
rowers, Caitlin Bakum, Elizabeth Strain, and Aimee Wagner
each earned all-MAAC academic honors

Golf
MAAC Championships: Women: 2nd, Men: 8th

Fairfield lost two close one-run games at home to St. Peter's on
Thursday and returned to action on Saturday to earn a split with
Siena. On Monday, they swept Stony Brook on Senior Day to end
the regular season. They will be in action in the MAAC tournament starting May 11.

The women's golf team finished second overall in the MAAC
championships, with sophomore Beth Costello finishing second
overall. The men finished eighth in the MAAC, and
sophomore Chris Novak finished sixth overall.

Football
Season begins August 30
Head coach Joe Bernard named four captains for the 2001 season:
linebacker John Barone, offesive lineman Fran DiPalma, defensive
back Don Milligan, and defensive lineman Joe Roberts.

Take Kaplan.
Score higher.
Get $100 back.
if you're taking the LSAT, 0MAT,
GRE, MCAT or DAT; enroll between
April 16th and May 14th and got $100
back in the Kaplan End-of-School Rebate;

Enroll todayl

KAPLAN
1-80Q-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan

*•

For more on Fairfield sports,
visit www.fairfieldstags.com
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Ton Novalis at bat with The Mirror
Q: How did the team play last weekend against Niagara?
A: We started the weekend out well by
winning the first game of the series, but
we just couldn't find a way to win the
last two games. We got a good
pitching performance by Steve [Colcord]
in game two, but we couldn't get the bats

By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Despite playing with mono for the
last three weeks, junior outfielder Jon
Novalis has remained near the top of the
Stags' score sheet. Novalis is batting
.384 for the season with five homeruns
ranking him second on
the team in both categories. Novalis leads • •
the team in runs scored,
^
r
hits and RBI, driving in
25 runs so far this sea^ u
son.
The Stags outfielder
Id.M weekend's
WCCKCI1U S
-m
J
•
J
sat out. last
series
for the
first time since contracting the illness, but
looks to return to the
Fairfield lineup this mm~mmm~mmmmm
weekend against Rider.
Novalis remains optimistic on the sea- going. Nothing really came together at
son as well as the Stags' playoff chances; all for us in game three.
Here are some of his thoughts on the
season so far, and what lies ahead.
Q: How much will the two losses to
Niagara affect your MAAC tournaQ: How does this year's team com- ment chances?
pare to last season, when the team A: Well, it is still early to tell. It will
made it to the MAAC Championship definitely hurt our chances, but the teams
game?
are so close this year that it will come
A: We graduated four starters from last down to the third game on the last Sunyear's team, but our pitching staff
day to see who makes it.
has basically stayed intact.
Q: If the team makes the tournament,
do you think you guys will be a con-

tender for the title?
A: Only four teams make the tournament. With all of them being so evenly
matched, any team has a chance to win.
Q: What are the team's strengths and
weaknesses?
A: Our strengths would have to be our
pitching staff and
_^mmmmmmmmmmm^m^m the ability to put
together a big inning. The team's
7
T

Only tour teams make the
MAAC tournament. With all of
-1

-w

against Niagara them being so evenly matched,

any team has a chance to win.
99

Q: Many students have been saying
athletes get preferential treatment,
especially when it comes to housing;
Have you seen any examples of this
amongst the athletes?
A: Well, I haven't seen any. But if there
is some floating around be sure to send
some my way, because I'd love to have
it.

is

maybe that we are
young, with more
than half of our
team being freshmen. The team's
speed and lack of
consistency are
also areas that we
need to improve
upon.

Q: How does the team look for next
year? Do you know of any good recruits coming in?
A: Well, every year is a surprise. We
can only hope to get a good group of
freshmen.
Q: How is the baseball team's recruitment program?
A: This year's freshman [class] has a
lot of good talent in it. Hopefully, we ca
bring in another class equal to them.

Q: What would you say is your best
attribute?
A: I'm a well-rounded player with enthusiasm for the game.
Q: Has there been one player in particular that has stepped up and lifted
the team this season?
A: Junior outfielder John Barone has
really had a hot stick lately and has really jumpstarted our lineup recently.

Q: What are your predictions for the
rest of the season?
A: We have a strong chance to qualify
for the tournament. Once we're in, we
have the pitching staff to make a run at
the title.

Q: How much will losing seniors,

VISIT r
* Free Airfare
* Around July 5th-August 24th

weakness

Ryan Holsten, Steve Colcord and
Eddie McCrann effect next year's season?
A: Those three guys will be tough to
replace. All three of them have been
four-year starters for us.
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Hair I Design & Spa
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* Free Room and Board
* Fee Starting at!
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Mention this ad and receive your

haircut for only....$20. ^T*,

www.uschinaedu.org

Introducing The Spa Services:
Facials, Massage & Steam. Pedicures. Manicures, Specializing in Hair
Color, Dimensional Foiling, Single process, Corrective Color,
Contemporary Hair cutting. Creative Perms & Relaxing

E-mail: Andrea Buccino or Ryan Vicino at
gatewaytochina@hotmail.com

2060 Post Road. Fairfleld, CT. Exit 21 Off 195 Plenty of parking
Next to Side Tracks.
Tues.-Fri. 9:30, Eve.by apo. Sat.8-5. 203-259-9452
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Men's lax Women's
looks
team
toward moving to
next year NCAAs
continued from p. 20

continued from p. 20

and Scott Raasch haven't gotten as much
playing time this season, but have become very good players." ■
He added that sophomores John
Kusak, Matt Buecker, and Justin Geluso
will also be quality players in the coming years.
Spencer hopes to use this season as
a lesson to hopefully build a more successful program.
"We've had our growing pains, to
some degree," he said. ''We were a few
goals awway from a 10-3 record for this
season. We hope to capitalize in situations next year where we couldn't this
year."

field, but their leadership off the field
will be.missed," said Michels.
"But I think the junior class is ready
to come in and step up after the good
example these seniors made this year."
With the return of All-MAAC conference players, Perry and Lauren Uhr,
tremendous depth amongst the underclassmen and the best coach in the conference, the Stags have a good chance at
making it two in a row next year.
"The upperclassmen were really
good leaders," said Miller. "The sophomores were on the same page as us
[freshmen], they really helped us. It
was a great experience."

For more information on
collegiate lacrosse, visit
www.insidelacrosse.com
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Yankees
suck!
By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR
With the baseball season a month old, there have been some pleasant
surprises so far this year. Although the Mets are languishing in the depths of
the NL East with a sub-par record, there have been some reasons to feel optimistic.
Most notable is the fantastic early success of the Minnesota Twins
and the Seattle Mariners in the American League. Even though both markets
are free agent wastelands, the Twins and the Mariners have shown what can be
accomplished with solid teamwork and good management. It is inconsequential whether they reach the the post-season or not, because the Yankees will
win the World Series regardless no matter who they play. As a Mets fan, I have
come to accept it.
I would love to go into a more in-depth discussion of the Mets but
that is impossible because I have only seen a handful of their games this year,
thanks to the new Campus Television Network channel lineup. For some reason, it is imperative that we have channel after channel after channel showing
the CTN logo and playing the WVOF audio feed. Thank god we have so many
"assignment channels!"
As far as the Mets are concerned, is that they need better pitching and
more consistent hitting. With Al Leiter temporarily out, new faces Steve
Trachsel and Kevin Appier have not been able to pick up the slack. Offensively, the Mets run hot and cold; after scoring five runs in an inning, they can
go scoreless for the next two games.
For fans of the Boston Red Sox the beginning of this season has surpassed all expectations, largely due to the play of the league's most expensive
DH Manny Ramirez. The Sox are not without their problems, however: Derek
Lowe is one of the worst closers in baseball at the moment, and Jimy Williams'
patience is not endless.
With regard to the Yankees, I will' not go into any analysis or commentary on the Yankees' play, because it would be futile. Here is the bottom
line: the Yankees will stumble and sleepwalk through the regular season, do
what they need to do to make the playoffs, and annihilate everyone come October. But they still suck.

MIRROR

wants YOU!

The Mirror is looking to fill the following staff
positions for the 2001-2002 academic year:

ONLINE EDITOR
The online editor maintains our website and works with the
staff to provide content, both original and from print.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Our photography staff provides the eyes of the paper by
illustrating the articles that our staff writes each week.

STAFF WRITER

YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS 2001
0m 100 fiil courses from English Lit ID Economics.
Two five-week sessions.
%Ic# mtD: uiww.yaiE.EBu/sumniEn 203 432-2430

A staff writer writes a weekly article for the newspaper,
continuing the Mirror's commitment to quality reporting.

To apply, call Frank Washkuch at x6600 or
x6244 or attend the next Mirror meeting this
Thursday at 6 PM in Kostka's basement.
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MAAC Cha
By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Fairfield's new all-time leading
scorer, Colleen Cunningham, led the
women's lacrosse team to their second
MAAC Championship title in three years
last weekend. Cunningham tallied three
times in the title game against Niagara
to help lift the Stags 8-5 in double overtime.
"I have a lot of confidence in my
team even when we got down,"
Cunningham told the Connecticut Post.
"We've always been able to come together as a team and pull it out."
Cunningham, who was named
MAAC player of the year and tournament MVP, broke the former school
record of 98 goals when she scored to
break a 2-2 tie midway through the first
half. Cunningham later scored with just
over four minutes remaining in regulation to tie the game, sending the championship into overtime and then again
late in the second overtime period to ice
the victory for the Stags.
"Colleen worked so hard all year,
she really deserved it," said MAAC
coach of the year, Melissa Michels. "I
think her scoring the final goal of the
game was a great way to end her career."
Cunningham finished the season
with 46 goals, compiling a total of 101

tallies for her career and 153 points,
which is also a Fairfield record.
"Colleen made everyone around her
better because she pushed all of us to
play at a higher level," said junior defender Calista Corley.
Although Cunningham may be
Fairfield's best offensive player, it was a
defenseman who scored the championship-winning goal. Junior Caitlin Perry
threw a shot on goal that found its way
to the back of the net to break a 5-5
tie with just over two minutes left in the
second overtime. The goal deflated the
Purple Eagles, who surrendered two
more goals to the Stags in the last two
minutes of the game.
"Going in we thought we were going to win," said senior co-captain Shannon Moran. "We got a little nervous,
but we pulled together and came
through."
"We were definitely confident because we knew we could win and we did
well the whole season," said freshmen
midfielder Maureen Miller. "We were
also very confident with our captains,
Shannon and Colleen."
Although the Stags will only lose
two seniors, it will be a big hole to fill
according to coach Michels. "Colleen
and Shannon's ability not only on the
See "Lacrosse" on p. 19

Junior Caitlin Perry scored the game winning goal against Niagra.

Men's lax looks to.future
By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR

Freshman Tom Werney hustling on th efield.

Photo: Sports Info

As the season winds down for the
men's lacrosse team, head coach Ted
Spencer is very optimistic about the future.
With their final game of the season
against Denver on Saturday, he is already
looking forward to next season.
"Next year's team will be a really
good one," he said. "We have a solid
junior class, a good incoming freshman
class, and we're not losing that much."
If Fairfield beats Denver, they will
take sole possession of second place in
the Great Western Lacrosse League for
the season, a tremendous feat as it is their
first year in the league.
According to Spencer, the team has
reached new levels of play by joining the
GWLL after a 2-9 season last year as an
independent team. Before last year,
Spencer guided the team to three MAAC
championships and two ECAC championships between 1996 and 1999.
"In the MAAC, we could make lots
of mistakes and still win games. That's
not the case in the Great Western Lacrosse league," Spencer said.
The team has a 6-7 record so far this
year, and is 2-2 in the GWLL. Their
record is deceiving, however, as they
have played a number of top 25 teams

such as North Carolina and Syracuse.
Spencer feels that the tougher schedule has improved the team in many ways.
"It's given us a lot more exposure,"
he said. "The schedule that we play now
is a top 20 schedule. How we perform
is going to get more attention now than
if we had won MAAC or ECAC championships. Most importantly, though, is
that winning the GWLL earns an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament."
After hanging tough with top opposition this season, next year's squad
should be even better, with some top recruits coming in to compliment an outstanding freshman class from this year.
Two of the three leading scorers on
the team, Troy Bamann and Tom Werney,
are freshman, and the team's starting
goalkeeper, C.J. Kemp, is a sophomore.
In addition, Peter Vlahakis, another
freshman, is the team's face-off specialist, winning 60 percent of face-offs so
far this season.
Although Spencer is glad to have such
talented youngsters, he maintains that the
current crop of freshmen and sophomores will really blossom in the coming
seasons.
"[Our freshmen] are good, but they
have a long way to go," he said. "They'll
develop into much better players. Guys
like Matt Baglio, Rory McCarthy, and
See "Lacrosse" on p. 19
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Most likely..
to send a nasty note to a nun...Kathleen Corrigan
to sleep through a nuclear war.. Jen Wolf
to open a La Salsa...Christine Kohlmeyer
to marry Kevin Cassidy...Kerry Schardien
to be an ad executive by day, an exotic dancer by night...Diane
Wallace
to open a dance club called Club 93...Lauren Doyle, Kathleen
Corrigan, Dianne Wallace, and Kerry Schardien
to drop out of law school and become a wedding planner...Lauren
Doyle
to be on SNL...Kathleen Corrigan
to have nervous breakdowns if they lost their Palm Pilots...Kathleen
Corrigan
to call the same phone number 17 times in 5 minutes...Da'Mall
Seniors
to end up a Long Island housewife.. Jen Wolf
to be on Baby Story..Jenny Burns
to be found sitting on her front porch..Jenny Burns
to be found playing guitar in the subway...Eric Donnelly
to replace Lisa Turtle on "Saved by the Bell"...Lisa Thompson
to work for the Discovery Channel...Lisa Thompson
to change her name to "Bubbles"...Lisa Thompson
to develop toothbrush abrasion
Lisa Thompson
to marry an Asian
Lisa Thompson
to save a penny
Lisa Thompson
to convert to Judaism...Hillary Merriman
to take a day trip to Europe.-.Karen Crowe
to hold the world record for never sleeping...Karen Crowe
to have an affair...Mary Lou Lombardi
to marry Backstreet Boy Brian...Leslie Kida
to be doing aerobics at the age of 80...Leslie Kida
to be on "The Wedding Story"...Leslie Kida

to drink a glass of milk with a shot of vodka in it.. Jaime Cree
to keep the "Medda Man" in business...last year's Gonzaga 2 Residents
to take Martha Stewart's job...Ally Pergamo
to fit inside a suitcase... Ally Pergamo
to shut the windows but leave a candle burning during a fire alarm... Ally
Pergamo
to keep Fairfield University security busy writing tickets... Ally Pergamo
to come back as a cat in her next life... Ally Pergamo
to run away with a 7-foot Spanish giant... Ally Pergamo
to never take another cruise..Jessica Pitassi
to try and make a joke on an interview.. Jessica Pitassi
to go out with a member of the Fairfield Police Department.,-^JIfay Merriman
and Lisa Miller
=*
~^MP"
to become CEO's of "GATORPOP" corporation...Evan McFarland, Jen Celluci,
Alan Loranco, Catherine Walsh, Zina
to become co-presidents of the 90210 fan club...Ally Pergamo and Lisa Thompson
to have a sleep-over on a twin-sized bed...Karen Crowe, Jen Cellucci, Rachele
DeCrecenzo, and Lisa Thompson
to star as Laverne and Shirley in the reunion episodes...Jen Cellucci and 4_isa
Thompson
to show up for class at the wrong time...Amy Augustyn
to know the stock price for a company off the top of her head...Amy Augustyn
to live in a "PIG" pen...Nicole Berte and Ally Pergamo
to find her stuffed animal in the freezer...Stephanie Fernandez
to go to Maine to find her freshman year roommate...Allison Hauser
to love her 31 flavors...Erin Cuilen
to be a teenage dirtbag...Tiffany Parrella
to find the two...Alycia LePage
MMgHMNMMfM

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

sleep under the sink...Dan Walsh
mistake the T.V. for a garbage can...Dan Walsh
thank god...Erik Stilp
do a strip trease..Juli Basso
be the head of the Jaime Cree Fan Club..Jaime Cree
marry Roccc.Beth MacCorkindale
be the older brother that I never had...Erik Stilp "
be a superstar...Renee Jacques
cop a squat in the middle of a highway...Liz Hicks
love playing softball at Fairfield University...Heather Yarashas
fall for a Carroll...Renee Jacques
hook up with a member of the men's crew team...Peanut
take a midnight swim in the Sound...Tiffany Parrella and Deana Mele

to use a whole roll of paper towels to kill a spider...Erik Stilp
to not to be allowed to talk to her own friends...Daniella Gardner
to be fought over by Tome Cruise and Bruce Springstreen...Heather
Yarashas
to hook-up in the kitchen of the Grape...Trish Algiere
to be too drunk to remember how big it is...Daniella Gardner
to be driven home from the beach by the Biehl's...Kate Gontarek
to not bring her ID with her to NYC...Kate Gontarek
to buy her first couch for her studio apartment from Bob's Discount
Furniture...Faith McDonnell
to sing "shake your ass" in the middle of a restaurant after a day on a
booze cruise...Faith McDonnell
to lie to an RHC when asked what she was doing in the
bathroom...Diane Peng
to take a survey in the hall about sounds heard the night
before...Diane Peng
to elbow a guy in the head at Bourbon St...Kim MacGregor
to never be seen without a name brand on her clothes, with exception
to scrubs...Kim MacGregor
to get a job "talking trash" because she is never going to get into grad
school...Maggie Maus
to have her bathrobe stolen and wake up to her! housemate in her bed
in the same weekend...Maggie Maus
N

Most likely...
to date a guy with chains...Nicole Tramontano
to cry on his birthday...Warren Campbell
to use the airport excuse at 5 a.m...Jack Hammond
to lie about where he is going and go to his girlfriend's house...Warren
Campbell
to have a 2 a.m. tee time in front of Regis...Jack Hammond, Craig Anzlovar,
and Warren Campbell
to wrap a girl in saran wrap...Curtis Campbell
to drive by the Reacharound 20 times a day...Lauren Falavina
to make Jack Hammond upset...the rest of the Reacharound
to dance on lamp poles during storm weather...Dan Walsh
to die by the age of 25 of a heart attack...Pat Marano
to eat a pound of bacon...Pat Marano
to want her penny as change...Jamie Cree
to cockblock...Erik Stilp
to mumble after three beers...Curtis Campbell

to be whipped by a girl...Erik Stilp and Dan Walsh
to trip and fall flat on her face...Kendra Novinski
to buy stock in Tarn Tarns...Carrie Flammia
to remain the dumbest smart kid around...Kevin Hayes
to become the new SNL cheerleader...Amy Augustyn
to marry a redhead...Nicole Tramontano
to hitchike in the middle-of-nowhere ConiJ, Spain, while looking for a place
to go horseback riding.. Jackie Consalvo and Liz Baum
to get drunk on a flight to Barcelona..Jackie Consalvo, Kendra Novinski, Liz
Baum
to wear her tweezers around her neck...Missy Gremo
to get Her drivers license when she's 50...ji1l Moran
to dimb up bars to do Dr. Pepper shots...Kendra Novinski
to memorize every Twin Peaks episode...Terry Cosgrove'
to continue to ask for my fishtank even after we graduate...Donovan
Wiedman
to ride on strange men's boats.. Jackie Belliveau
to become a Spanish teacher in Compton...Diane Schmidt
to get a buttdart..Jen Sehnert
to be driving around in a Wrangler at the age of 50..Jackie Belliveau
to have a pocketful of stolen equals...Suzi Agolli
to work with Stephanos Albanian prostitutes in Italy...Bernadetta McCabe
to find me piss drunk..Jen Vittorio
to become a wild spirit...Diane Schmidt
to take one week to finish a drink...Nicole Tramontano
to order wine at a keg party...Katie Nyarady
to become a monster truck driver...Kendra Novinski
to marry the mater of the universe...Sharon Rusconi
to have teachers write papers for him ... Nick Tuffarelli
to hook up with Kondo ... Class of 2001 (females, we think)
to worship Dobber... Class of 2001
to be a Mets fan every night the Yankees lose ... Nick Tuffarelli
to move to Manchester, England ... Ryan Agius
to break a wall during a game of flip cup ... Nick Tuffarelli
to have messages waiting for him when he gets home ... Paul Pennelli
to have a threesome'(2 girls) ... Ryan Agius
to eat cookies while asleep ... Nick Tuffarelli
to chop up his furniture with Samuri Swords ... Donovan Weidmann
to have an Indian last name...Bernadette McCabe
to be a drunk babysitter..Jen Rolinson
to get her foot in the door...Jen Rolinson
to replace a Backstreet Boy...Warren
Campbell
to sleep all day..Joe Ciavardini
to walk in the Grape and go straight
to Golden Tee...Jack Hammond
to drink water, take two Tylenol, and
one vitamin before bed...Dan Walsh
to hook up with friends' exgirlfriends...Ryan Scully
to have gel in his hair 24/7...Warren
Campbell
«
to swim naked in the sound...Juliette
Basso
to get mean and yell after two
beers...Renee Jacques
to hook up on a couch in the
Reacharound
garage...Curtis
Campbell
to hook up with a girl that wets the
bed...Curtis Campbell
to be the owner of a Gentlemen's
Club...Nick Tuffarelli
to not do anything as SBRA
President...Rob Grimes
to put all his friends in the Mock
Wedding...Rob Grimes

Most likely...

to never leave the country or read a book for pleasure...Deana
Christiano
to legally change her name to "Deanie"...Deana Christiano
to go out for 1 beer and have 10...Leslie DeWaters
to trip over thin air...Robin Anderson
to quit nursing and become an Aerosmith dancer...Christy
Veronneau
to get married at Fairfield and have her reception in the Dolan
cafeteria...Christine Kohlmeyer
to marry Jeff Probst in the rain...Katherine Walsh
to be seen on the next Temptation Island...Diana Kostolansky
and Matt Thompson
to go back to Vermont and join the war movement..Tim Viens
to invest in Kleenex and chap chap stick...Leslie DeWaters
to marry a chemistry dork and be richer than all of us...Robin
Anderson
to sleep on your couch...Christian Colasuonno
to move to Beverly Hills to be closer to the 90210 gang...Diana
Kostolansky and Christine Kohlmeyer
to break her arm when she falls in the grass...Jackie Consalvo
to be the next Karate Kid...Shannon Stark
to try and burn your house down during a naught...Mike
Fitzpatrick
to stick together after college...Dolan girls
to make it to the Oscars...Katherine Walsh
to lose a Beirut game...Leslie DeWaters
to change her hair color...Cat Supernavage
to cook you whatever you want in the middle of the night...Tim
Patterson
to take your naught...Tool Box
to be adopted by Mary and Barry...Diana Kostolansky
to marry a New York ranger...Leslie DeWaters
to use your loofah...Mike Reynolds
to come home to find a random boy in your bed...Cat
Supernavage
to use the kitty litter...Dolan 2E
to hang out in the hallway until 4am for no reason...Dolan 2E
to go to the beach to sit on the seawall just to be out..Christine
Kohlmeyer and Katherine Walsh
to love Carson Daly...Lauren Doyle
to never cook a meal all summer...Christine Kohlmeyer and
Lauren Doyle
to marry Tony form Village Bagel...Katherine Walsh

to
nap
to
get
ready
for
late
night...Christine
Kohlmeyer and Katherine Walsh
to have an annual Cinco de Mayo bash...Lauren Doyle
to get written up for talking to a magic 8
ball...Dolan
2E
to become an award winning sleuth solving every crime
and mystery in the world...Katherine Walsh
to
watch
Blind
Date...Ro-Boat
to only have take out in their fridge. ..Ro-Boat
to forget to wear sunblock...Diana Kostolansky
to become a mad scientist...Robin Anderson
to be a contestant on Jeopardy...Diana Kostolansky
to be on Dating Story, Wedding Story, and Baby
Story...Katherine
Walsh
to be up until 5am for no reason...Leslie DeWaters
to become a doctor...Christy Veronneau
to get married in her glee club dress... Diana
Kostolansky
to date a junior so he can hang out at the beach
again...Brian
Kraus
to
be
bald
by
graduation...Steve
Mullin
to get in an accident while checking
himself out in
his- rearview
mirror...Brian
Kraus
to think being a Financial Analyst is
the
coolest
(for
2
weeks)...Brain
Kraus
to
marry
his
first
girlfriend...Steve
Mullin
to take his wife's name in
marriage...Steve
Mullin
to not be allowed to have Bachelor
party...Steve
Mullin
to learn
he's
Ricky Martin's
long
lost
brother...Charlie
Alt
to be at his girlfriend's when he's
says
he
at
the
library...Charlie
Alt
to wake up with "Hey Mang"...Charlie
Alt
to be in bed by 7 after his
wedding...Steve
Mullin

Most likely...
to
be
bitter
about
"Most
Likely's"... Brian
Kraus
to become a pharmacist...Victor Noche
to never go out with Jess Jordan...Brian Kraus
to
paint
his
tongue
silver...Kevin
Lardner
to go scuba diving for 36 hours...Kevin Lardner
to be a single mom in Asbury Park with eight
kids. ..Jacki
Silvestri
to be a Boston woman Fire man...Christine Talbot
to
who
cares...Jenn
Granucci
to
not graduate...Dina
Dudzik
to break into your email accounts...Dina Dudzik
to wear turtlenecks in the summer...The Toolbox
to
eat
crickets...Nikki
Day
to have sketchy parties...The G-spot
to reinvent "High Art"...Boonie
to be textbook example of "little man complex"...Boonie
to beat up a kid in High School...Victor Noche
to start up her own cult..Kathleen Coppo
to be confused for potty break...Steve M.
to always have da worst theme parties...Loudhouse
to be John Stamos'
hairstylist...Charlie
Alt
to date your
brother...Caroline
Regan
to date your
sister...Christian
Colasuonno
to be confused with Mr.
Bigglesworth...Caroline
Regan
to get kicked out of the
Grape...Molly
Houlihan
to hang out at da worst
bar...Class
of
2001
to go home every night...Gina
Reda
to be a baseball
groupie...Jenny
Farinon
to
steal
your
food...Green
Turtle
to move back to Iraq after
school...BJ
Galvin
to hunt you down...Sarah Hunt
to
get a
Chomich

job

at

to ruin Clam Jam...The
Last
Call
to have a cyberboyfriend...Alexandra
Arana
to
be
elected
President
of the 'Free Slim Shady'
fanclub...Fahmida
Aguayo
to have the most fun
while doing
laundry...Alessandra
Marti net
to own stock in the
Grape. ..Reeja
Antony
to not want mayonnaise on
her
sandwich...Reeja
Antony
to
attend
marriage
counseling...Giovanna
Castel lano
Petland
Discounts...Julie

to be known as the Realest girl in
Fairfield...Fahmida
Aguayo
security...Alessandra
by
Fairfield
to
be
stopped
Martinet
to
never clean
the
house...Giovanna
Castellano
to become a club dancer in South Beach after
graduation...Jen
Barton
to
get a
speeding
ticket...Reeja
Antony
to not know the names of boys she kisses...Bart
to be known as New York's Nympho...Sunshines
to need a muzzle when at the Grape...Cinderelli
to
sweat
1,2,3...Cinderelli
to marry a sophomore...Melissa Walker
to dump a boy she's not going out
Dillon
with...Danielle
smoking
toothpicks...Beth
to
resort
to
MacCorkindale
to start a boy band...The Toolbox
separated
at birth...Melissa
Walker
to
have
been
and Stacey Long
to play monkey in the middle...Blue Tooth
to fart on her wedding day...Beth MacCorkindale
to get arrested for tax fraud...Beth MacCorkindale
to flash her body during beruit...Melissa Walker
to ask for a Capri during childbirth...Beth MacCorkindale
to smoke weed to get into the mile high club...Beth MacCorkindale
to wear bandaids on her nipples...Lisa Volpe
to mace a guy after the rufies wear off...Stacey Long
to drive the safe ride van...Melissa Walker
to check your coat at the Grape...Carolyn Pompeo
to have 50 nicknames...Danielle Dillon
to start an internet porn site...Melissa Walker
to go Postal...Paul Mignosa
to hook up with a Mexican busboy...Beth MacCorkindale
to watch lifetime...Danielle Dillon
to have handcuffs under her pillow...Beth MacCorkindale
to get underwear from strangers at the Grape because she's not
wearing any...Danielle Dillon
to have her parents drop her off at Spring Break...Danielle Dillon
to wear a masierre...Chris Downes
to keep a picture of himself on his desk at work...Marty Montalto
to work on a soap opera...Warren Campbell
/ .

or Seniors

Lori Rizzo

Paul Pennelli
It's been 4 years that have provided me with more memories
than I could possibly list here ... and I have a lot of these great
memories because of this newspaper.
For everyone who I've worked with at The Mirror, thanks for
teaching me so much and for being great people to work with. This
thanks is especially directed to Matt Payne, who has been both my
friend and partner at The Mirror since our first days as freshmen. I
always knew that the two of us could run this paper together, and
it's been a blast pulling it off.
It's the job of an editor at The Mirror to look at Fairfield objectively and to sometimes be willing to work on stories that do not
paint our university in a positive light. I'm not an editor at The
Mirror anymore, so I can now say with confidence how proud I am
that I am soon going to be a graduate of Fairfield University.
These days, I walk a bit slower along the path to Canisius, filled
with regret at each step, wishing I had always walked at this pace. I
love our school and will miss it more than I realize even now. Thank
you to everyone who has made Fairfield a place that I will be saddened to leave.

When you look back over the past four years many things stand
out in your memory. Maybe you remember hitching a ride with
the Domino's man whose car doors did not have handles, or maybe
it's stealing a beirut board in the middle of the night from unsuspecting construction workers.
More than anything else, I will remember the stories. Not only
my own, but everyone else's too -the play-by-play's of the most
wild, humiliating, spectacular, flawless, repulsive times you've
ever experienced. And if you think about it, no matter what it is
you remember, the fact is, it's extraordinary -and for this reason,
we are able to love our times here all the more.
Thank you to my best friends who have shared their stories and
made college "a million times to remember.

Matthew Payne

I didn't realize four years could pass by so fast until I sat down to write
this goodbye. Looking back, it's a reassuring feeling to know that I wouldn't
have changed a single thing about the amazing time I had at this place...and
I say that because of the people I made friendships with.
I wish luck to all those seniors on The Mirror, and thank them for a
truly rewarding experience. And Nellie, you the man.
All my friends, Nellie, Nick, Matty, Chas, Chip, Terry, Zeph, the Maze,
Undertow, the Hightide, the Crow's Nest, the Kool House and Jess, you're
the best...Thanks.

Most
likely...
to "fall in love" on spring
break...Marisa Bartning and Fran Millar
to be called "friend"...Gretchen Carey
to think the Grape is the greatest place
on Earth...Rob Grimes
to hold hands...Gretchen Carey
to miss her 7:45...Colleen McDonald
to get a parking ticket. Jess Rawnsley
to talk about "what else...what
else?"...Alicen Murphy
to get caught dancing to Whitney
Houston on a week night..Kara
Gustafson,
Jess
Rawnsley,
Alicen
Murphy, and Marisa Bartning i
to go to Blockbuster and it be closed,
big
time...Patrick
McDonald
to follow you to grad school...Gretchen Carey
to be too classy to spit on his face...Colleen McDonald
to plan on being hung over the next day .-..Colleen ■
McDonald
to hook up with a 30 year old, divorced, recovering
alcholic:'.rEra'n Millar
to write his own dictionary...Rob-Grimes .
;
to eat chocolate pudding...Patrick./vJcDpna'Td
to have their bike licenses, but not•thei.E'real
licenses...Megan
■,'-';. :-'..* : ,
Hayes and.Jess Rawnsley
to have sexton hair...allison
to never take off their running jackets..mens xc
to have enough food delivered that the delivery boy
thinks that there's a
party...Fran Millar and Colleen McDonald
to bring boys back from South Norwalk and still score
no ass...Gretchen
to think he's your big brother...Erik Stilp
to
steal
things
from
their
friend's
houses...Gretchen
Carey
and
Fran
Millar
to flood the Loud House at Clam Jam '98...Jenny Burns
to hook up with a guy dressed like a girl...Colleen McDonald
to break her crotch...Kelly Maraghy
to have already eloped sophomore year...Megan Hayes and Chaz Trapp
to off road in a parking lot...Mike Carroll
to volunteer for a small Chinese man to do CPR on her...Colleen McDonald
to live in a house with circus theme rooms...Jess Rawnsley amd Megan
Hayes
to be in total denial...Rob Grimes
to go to a Mary Pat fair...Megan Hayes
to require nothing but your Fairfield ID to get into their wedding...Betsy
Turnbull and Chip Ciconte
to marry a gas station attendant..Alicen Murphy and Colleen McDonald
to be caught sitting in front of her food cabinet. Jess Rawnsley
to always be doing something...Matt Payne
to be the best husband ever...Dan Walsh
to be known by the color of his hat..Orange hat Pat McDonald
to open a karaoke bar...Kieran Bent

to wait
possible
McDonald
Bartning
to set off the fire alarm...Erik Stilp
to take their Beirut skills on
tour...Dan Maher and Mark
McGunagle
to get violent with her ex...Fran
Millar
to kill Joe...Gretchen Carey and
Erik Stilp
to not be recognized by their real
names...Tom "Chip" Ciconte, Dave
"Fitzy" Fitzhenry, Greg "Rudy"
Perzan, Brian "Dobber" Probst,
Rob "Bobby Steeles" Grimes, and
Matt "Wayne Payne" Payne
to flail...Rob Grimes^
to scream at their landlord...Carroll
Twins

Most likely...
to have her own dance party at 8am ..
Denise
Dicenzo.
to dance on tables ... Da-na Madeux.
to be found in L.I. Sound ... Lindsey
Ki Mian.
to hook up with a townie ... Beth
McCorkindale.
to be named Vodka Slut ... Lindsey
Kil Man.
to love animals & poetry ... Danielle
Dillon.
to dance with her finger in the air
Reeja
Antony.
to grind with you in the Grape
Beth
McCorkindale.
to start a 100% Irish only club ...
Lindsey
Killian.
to like a guy for a day ... Danielle
Dillon.
to crash into a pole ... Jenn
Kinse a.
to put window lock on when she farts
Beth
McCorkindale.
to dance into the morning hours ...
Danielle
Dillon.
to be better at covering up his mean
streak....Paul
Pennelli
to be best all around guy - Mikey
Coleman
to fall down...Kyle Marmen
to Dance with the Devil...James Hankard
to start a fight with a fifteen year
old...Jamie
Asselta
to
complain
about
losing...Pier
7
Girls
to never win a Beirut
tournament...Brian
Probst
to be banned from the Grape on Alumni
weekend...Zephyr
Mjtchell

to not leave school until Alumni
weekend...Rob
Grimes
to have an affair with your husband...Mari
Jose
Martinez
to be a cartoon character...Rob Grimes
to sing 'Glory Days' for the rest of your
life...Rob
Grimes
to get dressed to go to the gym...Warren
Campbell and Marty Montalto
to marry a townie...Beth MacCorkindale
to be drunk off of one beer...Dan Walsh
to sleep on the couch...Jack Hammond
to listen to Bruce Springsteen and Bon
Jovi...Heather
Yarashas
to sleep with a girl and not hook up...Jack
Hammond
to marry Tom Cruise...Heather Yarashas
to be hung up on for wanting to borrow a
movie...Jack Hammond
to skinny dip in a thunderstorm in
November...Jack Hammond, Eric Stilp, and
Juliette
Basso
to be drunk for seven days...Trish
Algiere
to
hook
up...Trish
Algiere
to dance on a lamp post...Dan Walsh
to pee in a garage can...Heather Yarashas
to need a map because he is lost in
love...Eric
Stilp
to marry an
80 year-old...Heather Yarashas
to
never
pay
a
credit card
bill...Betsy
Turnbu 11
to butcher the mock weeding...SBRA 2001
to make fun of someone else to divert attention from his graying
hair and bloated
stomach...Greg
Morris
to remain a self proclaimed "Bronx tough
guy"
and go on diet pills and to the tanning
salon...Brian
Hubert
to
get ■ pissed
off at
nothing
at
all...Paul
Sow i n sk i
to convince you to sign a petition that will
cost you $75...Kevin Hayes
to continue being a middle aged boy
toy...Tom
Ciconte
to be the person you thought left school but
instead
just
got
a
girlfriend...Matt
Payne
to miss Betsy giving birth because he is
watching
the
Masters...Tom
Ciconte
to bet on his daughters dance
recital...Jamie
Asselta

Most likely...
to fake a British accent and claim that he
was born in the U.K....Matt Bradley
to park wherever it is inconvenient for
someone else...Tom O'Keefe
to change
his
personality after getting
laid...Brian
Huben
to be taken advantage of...Matt Payne
to be convicted of embezzlement...Molly
Houlihan
to work in a NASCAR pit...Greg Perzan
to be fired from his NASCAR pit for alcohol
abuse...Greg
Perzan
to wet his bed on his honeymoon...Chris
Stanton
to
succeed...Paul
Pennelli
to model for Abercrombie and beat up the
photographer...Ryan
Agius
to never have a real job...Matt Bradley
to
continue
being
stupid...Last
Call
to claim to "not remember" ...Molly DeWick
to already know what she is wearing to out 10 year
reunion...Molly
Nelson
to take her clothes off at her own wedding...Molly
Houlihan
to have been through AA and not be drinking at our 10
year
reunion...Kevin
Hayes
to marry an older lawyer and move to the NORTH
SHORE...High Tide
to bust his nose getting off a school bus...Zephyr
to ruin a plant and TV with a no reason boner...Chip
Ciaconte
to start a cleaning service for Fairfield Beach
homes...Nick Ouimet
liquor store of its Bud 30 packs...Chaz
to clean out
Trapp
to complain about his cleaning out the liquor
store...Megan
Hayes
to think he is more important than everyone
else...Kevin
Hayes
to hook up with a blonde from the Guy's Dup and then
whine about the dishes...Nick Ouimet
to tolerate
Chip's
NRB's...High
Tide
to pin you in the corner and ask you to name the worst
movie of all time...Greg Morris
to think he knows everything...Zephyr
to not have graduated by our 10 year reunion...Brian
Pekrul
to have an affair with a member of the Sea Grape
staff...Karen
Kelly
to follow Kevin Hayes wherever he goes...Molly
Houlihan
to have his hair in the same exact position in 10
years...Brian
Huben
to
crap
his
pants...Brian
Probst
Marmon
to
accidentally
kill
himself...Kyle
to get beat up...Jamie Asselta
to introduce his girlfriend from home to his girlfriend
from
school...Matt
Payne
to be in a pornographic film...Dina Dudsik
to
be
everywhere...Lauren
Falvina
to be fired from his job when his boss realizes he is
full
of
crap...Chris
Siwik
to find a different group of friends every
week...Chris
Siwik
to
sell
bracelets
for
graduation...Last
Call

to make us pay for their spring break...Green Turtle
to be the girl you most likely hooked up with...Molly
DeWick and Jackie
S i I vest r i
to not remember
last
night...Greg
Perzan
to be the house
you spent the
night
at...High
Tide
to not shut up
about
Chicago...anyone
living within
100
miles of Chicago
to eat a used
condom...Sammy
the Dog
to get bodyslammed by his
housemate's
hookup ... Paul
Pennelli
to not live up to
expectations... Kevin
Hayes
to never give up
the
remote...Matt
Bradley and Greg
Perzan
to wear a homemade tuxedo with no underwear to his
wedding...Zephyr
Mitchell
to toss around
his midget girlfriend...Kevin
Lynch
to secretly murder Andre Johnson...Dion Sankar
to quit his job within a week...Eric Doucette
to be one the couch...Greg Perzan
to leave his children at Disneyworld...Kevin Hayes
to being nicer than -he gets credit for...Brian Huben
to have his mother pick out his clothes over the
internet, and have them delivered to the apartment his
girlfriend
is
paying
for...Eric
Doucette
to be sighted 30 times a day for two weeks ... Lauren
Fal i vena
to show their butt at a formal occasion...Molly Nelson
and Molly DeWick
to do it from a bus...Molly Nelson and Molly DeWick
someone else's house...Brian
Probst
to trash
to never have a good party...The Sanctuary
to be supported by his wife's parents...Eric Doucette
to never learn how to do anything...Matt Bradley
to have four kegs and then complain
about it being too crowded...High
Tide
to be in next year's mock
wedding...Sarah
Hunt
to be the bartender in the Sea
Grape in 10 years...Karen Kelly
to
steal
my
friends...The
Jetty
girls
to have pads in their house...Megan
Hayes and Chaz Trapp
to
steal
your
clothes...Chris
Siwik
to say "dude" or "man"...Chris
Stanton
to throw up and lie about it
afterwards...Mike
Ligouri
to throw up in a Regis bathroom and
have everyone else written up but
himself because he was hiding under
a desk...Greg "the Weasel" Morris

Most likely...
to think he is a lot cooler than he really
Stanton
is...Chris
a
socia I
disease...Christian
to
contract
Colasuanno
an
to
develop
eating
disorder...Warren
Campbell
to do anything to impress anyone who will
listen...Greg
Morris
to
get a
bruise...Lauren
Doyle
to
kill
a
girl
while
playing
softball...Tim
Patterso n
to
play
beirut
with
Vodka.. Juliette
Basso
to walk around the Grape all night with no
pants...Christian
Colasuanno
to wear a backpack every day of his
life...Mike
Burruano
to make a tape for thirty minutes...Tim Healy
to
make
a
committee
list...Christine
Kohlmeyer
to
sing
Jewel's
"Hands"
while
driving...Warren
Campbell
to look out the window...Jenny Burns
to
marry
her
Italian...Bernadette
McCabe
to
rip
her
jeans...Jeannette
Billello
to break the Campus Center door...Mike McAdams
to be backed up nice Laguardis after a snowstorm...Dan
Walsh
to make a balloon arch...Lauren Doyle and Christine
Kohlmeyer

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

break a window in Regis...Jack Hammond
compliment me on my "boobs"...Greg "Rudy" Perzan
be info desk bitch...Kevin Hayes
dance with his tongue out...Felipe Polanco
beat
his
"girlfriend:...Jeff
Mel
make drunk food in advance...Lauren Doyle
drink during orientation...O Team 2003
to cry while his girlfriend
is
in
Montreal...Pat
Morano
to write on her body with a
highlighter...Amy
Rossini
to sing on
stage
with
Guster...Lisa
Volpe
to
be
little
miss
naive...Jen
Wolf
to be the Square...Jenny Burns
to be the mom...Lauren Doyle
to lose sleep over black in her
notebook...Mary
Dugan
to only hook up in Waltham...Tiffany
Pare 11 a
to
be
a
rockstar...Tiffany
Parella
to be best friends with the people in
the
Health
Center...Jaime
Cree
to not know how to change a light
bulb...Jackie
Peace
to one day be married...Beata
Leinart
and Rocco Guerrera
to have her suitcase hold up the conveyer
belt
at
the
airport...Colleen
Ahern
to drive past her own house and not
even
know
it...Melissa
Bottari
to
have handcuffs
under her pillow...Beth
MacCorkindale
to get underwear from strangers at the Grape because
she's
not
wearing
any...Danielle
Dillon
to have her parents drop her off at Spring
Break...Danielle
Dillon
to wear a masierre...Chris Downes
to keep a picture of himself on his desk at
work...Marty
Montalto
to work on a soap opera...Warren Campbell
to catch her throw up in her hand...Lisa Volpe
to
get
married...Danielle
Dillon
and
Beth
MacCorkindale ■
to get her panies stuck
in the toilet...Stacey
Long
to
eat
off
her
date's
plate...Beth
MacCorkindale
to
carry
a
pocketbook
at graduation...Melissa
Walker
to have a 33.3% chance of making love with Beth
MacCorkindale...the
entire
male
species
to have a female stripper...the Blue Tooth
to
use stridex on
her butt...Melisaa Walker
to
have
a
cyber-boyfriend...Alexandra
Arana
to be elected president of the "Free Slim Shady"
fanclub.-.Fahmida
Aguayo
to have the most fun while "doing
laundry"...Alessandra
Martinet
to own stock in the grape...Reeja Antony
to not want mayonnaise on her sandwich...Reeja Antony
to
attend
marriage
counseling...Giovanna
Castellano
to get a job at Petland
Discounts...Julie Chomich
known
as the
realest girl
in
Fairfield...Fahmida
to
be
Aguayo
stopped
by
Fairfield
security...Alessandra
Marto
be
ti n et
to NEVER clean the house...Giovanna Castellano

Most likely...
to have an ass so big it has its own senator...Tiffany
Orcini
to sexually peak his junior year at Fairfield
University...Nick Ouimet
to bend over for the health center nurses...Nick
Ouimet
to pick her kids up from school with no
underwear...Betsy Tumbull
to go to the gym an hour after giving birth...Daneilla
Gardner
to be seen in a navy hooded sweatshirt...Nick Ouimet
to still be annoying in 20 years...Sarah Hunt
to force their friends to live in their cars...The
Shangrila
to have a permanent spot in the bathroom stall @ the
grape...Karen & Casey
to be banned from the Grape...Zephyr Mitchell
to throw a party @ the Grape and have nobody *
come...The Shangrila

to have "chinks peek"...Reeja Antony
to become a club dancer in South Beach after graduation...Jen Barton
to get a speeding ticket...Reeja Antony
to NOT know the names of boys she kisses...BART
to be known as New Yorks nympho...Sunshines
to need a muzzle when at the Grape...Cinderelli
to
sweat
1,2,3...Cinderelli
to fight at their weeding...Chris
Stanton
and
Keara
Dobson
to drive a pretty young intern off a bridge...Kevin
Hayes
to charge everything to
his
parents'
credit card
when he's 40...Greg Morris
to
be
called
weasel...Greg
Morris
to know every line to Boiler Room and Wall
Street...Matt
Marsello
to succeed...Greg
"Rudy"
Perzan
to follow NASCAR cross country.. .Rudy
to be kiled by his housemates... Greg Morris
to
freak
out...
Paul
Pennelli
to cheat on her husband...Anne Pino
to buy
night vision
goggles...Brian
Huben
to get a job because of her "great
personality"...Sam Van Horn
to have an STD...Deena Duzdik

to boycott every beach tradition...The Sandbar
to use the line "Don't worry baby I'm the
president"...Kevin
Hayes
to
be
scared
of
it...Cory
Martindale
to break into someone's house, throw a party, order
Nest/Kool
pay-per-view
and
deny
doing
it...Crow's
House
to have sex in your bathroom... Betsy and Chip
to pass out with Playboy on ...Kevin Hayes and Rudy
to not pass out watching Playboy...Brian Huben
to OD on No Doz or Vicodin...Molly Nelson
to
get
people
up...Betsy
Tumbull
to hate his own children...Greg Morris
to scream and storm out of your house because you
won't
let
him
rearrange
your
furniture...Zephyr
to name her children Sweetie and Baby..-.Kelly Simon
to
rest his
balls on
your thigh...Chip
to have an all girl pre-game before their .
weddings...The
Jetty
to be responsible for the Second coming of
Christ...Molly Nelson and Matt Payne
to end world hunger via breast milk...Molly Dewick
to be late to her own wedding...Amy Pappas
to have his own fan club...Matt Bradley
to wreck an entire dorm room...Betsy Turnbull
to freak out at you on her B-day... Betsy Turnbull
to go to the gym after giving birth...Daniella Gardner
deny
loving
bacon...Betsy
Turnbull
to
to
sleep with another guy...Greg "Rudy" Perzan
to be nice to everyone except his friends...Kevin
Hayes
to fall
on
her ass...Molly Nelson
to pick up a "shim" at the Grape...Kate Lamb
to be the mayor...Kyle Marmon
to
have
perfectly
dressed . children...Amy
Pappas
to
be a topless dancer...Caroline
Regan
to slip
her housemates the tongue...Caroline
Regan
to take her clothes off at her own wedding...Molly
Houlihan
to backstab you during flip cups...Amy Pappas (ssssssssssssss)
to do it at their wedding reception...Betsy and Chip

Congrats Class of

